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Modern enterprises have multiple business critical applications, such as enterprise
resources planning and customer relations management software, which need to
communicate with each other. Because the applications rarely communicate with
each other out-of-the-box, Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) is needed.
EAI enables the communication between the applications with integration mid-
dleware frameworks.

The object of this thesis was to analyze the evolution of an existing on-premises
integration framework, FRENDS Iron, to the cloud based distributed FRENDS4

4.3 product. Therefore, the thesis tries to answer how the product has changed
to enable cloud supported functionality and what kind of benefits does it provide.
In addition to the comparison analysis between the old and new versions of the
product, a security appraisal was done for the new version. The product compar-
ison was done as a case study comparing the two versions of the software, and
the security appraisal was executed with threat modeling using Microsoft threat
modeling methodology.

The evolution from the centralized on-premises product to the distributed cloud-
ready product with support for multiple environments was found to make the de-
velopment, deployment and management of the integration solution easier. Pro-
cesses can be easily deployed between development, test and production environ-
ments through a web interface. The security appraisal discovered 15 unmitigated
threats, which amounted to seven improvement issues for FRENDS4. Most of
the threats were not considered serious, as they required the attacker to first get
access to secured resources making them hard to exploit. One threat that was
more directly exploitable was found. The threat was a cross-site request forgery
exploit, which can be exploited by having a valid user access a malicious site
while logged in.

Keywords: enterprise application integration, cloud service, Azure, secu-
rity, software, SaaS

Language: English
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Nykyaikaisilla yrityksillä on monia liiketoimintakriittisiä ohjelmistoja, ku-
ten toiminnanohjausjärjestelmiä (ERP) ja asiakkuudenhallintaohjelmistoja
(CRM), joiden pitää pystyä viestimään keskenenään. Koska ohjelmistot
ovat vain harvoin suoraan yhteensopivia, tarvitaan järjestelmäintegraatiota.
Järjestelmäintegraatiolla ohjelmistot saadaan kommunikoimaan keskenään ohjel-
mistojen välissä toimivalla järjestelmäintegraatioalustalla, joka välittää viestit
niiden välillä.

Tämän työn tarkoituksena oli analysoida järjestelmäintegraatiotuotteen
(FRENDS Iron) kehittyminen paikallisessa palvelinsalissa toimivasta
järjestelmästä hajautetuksi pilvessä toimivaksi järjestelmäksi (FRENDS4).
Työssä keskityttiin selvittämään miten tuote on muuttunut mahdollistaakseen
hajautetun pilviyhteensopivan arkkitehtuurin ja mitä etuja näillä muutoksil-
la saavutettiin. Tämä toteutaan vertailevana tapaustutkimuksena tuotteiden
välillä. Tämän lisäksi tuotteen uudelle versiolle suoritettiin turvallisuusarviointi
uhkamallinnuksen näkökulmasta. Tähän käytettiin Microsoftin uhkamallinnus-
metodologioita.

Työssä havaittiin, että kehitys keskitetystä paikallisesta sovelluksesta hajautetuk-
si pilviyhteensopivaksi ja moniympäristöiseksi tuotteeksi helpottaa integraatio-
ratkaisun kehittämistä, tuotantoonvientiä ja hallintaa. Prosesseja voidaan helpos-
ti siirtää kehitys-, testi-, ja tuotantoympäristöjen välillä. Turvallisuusarvioinnissa
löydettiin 15 lieventämätöntä uhkaa, joita varten luotiin FRENDS4:ään seitsemän
korjaustehtävää. Suurin osa uhista ei ole vakavia, sillä niitä ei pysty suoraan to-
teuttaa ilman, että jokin järjestelmän suojatuista osista otettaisiin ensin haltuun.
Vakavin toteutettavuutensa puolesta oli mahdollinen CSRF-hyökkäys (cross-site
request forgery), joka olisi toteutettavissa huijaamalla järjestelmän käyttäjä vi-
hamieliselle sivustolle.

Asiasanat: järjestelmäintegraatio, pilvipalvelu, Azure, turvallisuus, ohjel-
misto, SaaS

Kieli: Englanti
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API Application Programming Interface
BTS Microsoft BizTalk Server
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AES Advanced Encryption Standard
AMQP Advanced Message Queueing Protocol
APT Advanced Persistent Threat
BI Business Intelligence
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CEK Content Encryption Key
CI Continuous Integration
CLR Common Language Runtime
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CSRF Cross-Site Request Forgery
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DDoS Distributed Denial of Service
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DoS Denial of Service
DREAD Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected
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EAI Enterprise Application Integration
EDI Electronic Data Interchange
ERP Enterprise Resources Planning
ETL Extract-Transform-Load
FTP File Transfer Protocol
FTPS FTP over SSL
HaaS Hardware as a Service
HTTP Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
HTTPS Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure
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IaaS Infrastructure as a Service
ICT Information and Communication Technology
IDE Integrated Development Environment
KEK Key Encryption Key
MMC Microsoft Management Console
NIST The National Institute of Standards and Technology
OWASP The Open Web Application Security Project
PaaS Platform as a Service
POCO Plain Old CLR Object
RSA The RSA cryptosystem by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and

Leonard Adleman
SaaS Software as a Service
SAP Stored Access Policy
SAS Shared Access Signature
SemVer Semantic Versioning
SFTP SSH File Transfer Protocol
SLA Service Level Agreement
SQL Structured Query Language
SSE Storage Service Encryption
SSH Secure Shell
STRIDE Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure,

Denial of Service and Elevation of privilege
TLS Transport Layer Security
UI User Interface
URI Uniform Resource Identifier
WCF Windows Communication Foundation
WF Windows Workflow Foundation
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
XML Extensible Markup Language
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Enterprise Application Integration

As the demand for better performance increases in enterprises, the need for more efficient
information and communication technology (ICT) based solutions has become more
apparent. Businesses are increasingly dependent on line-of-business systems, such as
Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM) to
operate efficiently and competitively. The automation of processes and communication
between these different systems is vital when the amount of different systems and parties
have increased dramatically (Hohpe and Woolf, 2002).

The field of Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) was developed to help with the
automation of dataflow between the different systems. The different systems may use
open or proprietary data formats and protocols, and some may be legacy systems which
are no longer developed or supported officially (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004).

Integration frameworks have developed from straightforward simple and tightly cou-
pled extract-transform-load (ETL) scenarios with files and databases, to more adaptable
centralized hub-and-spoke systems. These new systems require only one connection per
system instead of one connection between each connected system in a point-to-point
architecture (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004). Large software companies, such as IBM, Mi-
crosoft and Oracle, have published their own software/systems and contributed in the
development of EAI. Modern EAI systems have more adaptable message bus oriented
architectures, which provide better decoupling of systems (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004).

The development and upkeep of an EAI solution requires software, hardware, and
expertise which may not be found initially inside smaller organizations. An experi-
enced systems integrator is vital in the success of an integration project and may not be
found in-house. Therefore, consultancies are often employed when developing integra-
tion solutions (Ring and Ward-Dutton, 1999). However, after the initial development
organizations may want to be able to make small changes to the integration solution
themselves, this is HiQ Finland, a Finnish IT company, calls self-service integration.
If small changes are made simple enough, end users may be confident enough to make
changes themselves instead of relying on external experts.
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1. Introduction

1.2. Cloud computing

The emergence and spread of cloud computing has been ongoing. Cloud computing
generally means the supply of compute resources, both software and hardware, as a
network connected service. There are different types of cloud services, from specific
software services to whole computer systems. The common factor in all of these is that
the underlying layers of the system are hidden from the user and managed by the service
provider; the layers can be e.g. the hardware, operating system or the website providing
the service (Mell and Grance, 2011).

By providing integration as a service, the initial cost of the solution could possibly
be brought down (Armbrust et al., 2010). But since the data flowing through the in-
tegration systems is usually confidential and business critical, the idea of letting the
data pass through a third party may be apprehensive and in some cases, such as med-
ical information, illegal (Seddon and Currie, 2013). A common point of discussion is
whether the benefits for moving EAI systems from dedicated systems to cloud comput-
ing environments are enough and whether they outweigh the fear of moving the data
outside?

1.3. Frends Technology

Frends Technology Oy is a Finnish integration consultancy company established in 1988.
From the beginning, it has provided enterprise application integration consultation with
the aid of its own products. The name Frends originates from the initial products, Front
End Dialing Systems, which had to purpose of integrating data between mainframe com-
puters with the use of dial-up connections. The original FRENDS Integration Platform
was ahead of its time providing a generic process engine that could run parametrized
processes for integration solutions. The application provided a user interface with func-
tionality that allowed the modeling of the process execution logic graphically. It also
provided a platform which had many of prerequisites for integration built-in, such as
connections, protocol implementations and file transfers.

The previous main products for integration were FRENDS Iron (est 2006) and FRENDS
Cobalt. Frends Technology was acquired by HiQ International in 2010 and merged with
HiQ Finland in 2014. The latest version of FRENDS product is now named FRENDS4

with the version 4.3. Although the original FRENDS Integration Platform is a totally
different product with a fully separate code base, a lot of the original concepts have
survived in the products. In 2008 Microsoft awarded Frends Technology as Microsoft
Partner of the year in Finland for the Innovative software product category (Alander,
2008). Frends Technology was also a finalist in the global Microsoft Partner of the Year
Awards in the category of Business Process and Integration Solutions Partner of the
Year (Microsoft, 2008).

FRENDS Iron is a Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) and .NET class execution
service with parametrization and scheduling support. Workflows are graphically des-
ignable process workflows, which can be executed. FRENDS Iron is often installed
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1. Introduction

side-by-side with Microsoft BizTalk Server (BTS). Ready-made Workflows are provided
for communication with BizTalk alongside FRENDS Cobalt, a FRENDS Task library
that provides file transfer capabilities with support for backups, file transformations and
different transfer protocols with custom extensions support.

1.4. Problem statement and scope

This thesis is a report of the development of a hybrid cloud based integration ser-
vice FRENDS4 based on the experiences on the earlier integration software products
FRENDS Iron and FRENDS Cobalt by Frends Technology Oy, which has now been
acquired by HiQ International and merged with HiQ Finland. I have been working
with the FRENDS product line for nine years and I have witnessed the development of
the product. The product has evolved significantly during this time, with the change
between versions FRENDS Iron 3.6 and FRENDS4 4.3 being the most dramatic. The
purpose of this thesis is to report on how the product has changed, and to try to evaluate
the benefits and trade-offs caused by the changes to the product. The migration from a
centralized on-premises product to a distributed cloud—on-premises hybrid solution is
a significant change in paradigms.

The objective of this thesis is to consider the following research questions:
1. How has the product changed and what benefits does the new version

provide over the old version?
FRENDS Iron has a long history and many of the features have changed during the

transition to the new format while some have stayed the same. This thesis seeks to find
out what features are mostly the same, what have changed more drastically, and what
have been removed altogether? What benefits does the new product provide over the old
version. Finding out the benefits of moving to the new solution is especially of interest,
since customers of the company are not inclined to initiate the transition if there are no
concrete benefits. The law of business is that time is money, and change takes time.

2. How is security handled?
Developing the integration solution takes time and money; therefore, the solutions

protection from threats is a critical issue. The protection of the data that flows through
the system is also of interest, as it may contain sensitive business critical data, which
should not be visible to third parties.

The main methods of research are literature review and a case study about the de-
velopment from FRENDS Iron 3.6 to FRENDS4 4.3. The focus of the literature review
are the technologies and concepts on which the products are based on.

The first research question is answered with an informal comparison about the FRENDS
Iron 3.6 and FRENDS4 features, which is presented in chapter 3.

The second research question is answered by creating a threat model for the FRENDS4

product and analyzing it in chapter 4.
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1. Introduction

1.5. Thesis structure

The rest of this thesis is divided into four parts in the following way:

Chapter 2 presents a literature review on the technologies used by the product versions
and the subject domain, such as integration, cloud computing and security.

Chapter 3 is an in-depth view into the two versions of the product. The main concepts
and features of both versions, with the addition of FRENDS Cobalt, are presented
so they can be compared in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4 contains the results and analysis for the thesis. The chapter begins with the
methods used to evaluate differences between the product versions and the methods
used to appraise the security of the newer product. The chapter continues with
the comparison between the two product versions by comparing similar features or
parts of the software, and the benefits of the implementation are analyzed. After
the comparison, the results of the security appraisal are presented and analyzed.

Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of the results of this thesis.

13



Chapter 2

Background

2.1. Integration

2.1.1. The need and benefits of integration

Enterprises have many different systems (applications) which need to share data. The
amount of data to be shared can be quite large because there usually is no single system
which can effectively or even adequately serve all the needs of the enterprise. The need
to share data may not be limited to just inside of the enterprise, but instead it may span
across enterprise boundaries with business partners (Hohpe and Woolf, 2002).

These different systems may include, but are not limited to Enterprise Resource Plan-
ning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Business Intelligence (BI)
applications. These different systems have their own specific functions which are often
tailored to fit the individual needs of the company (Hohpe and Woolf, 2004). According
to Lee et al. (2003), the basic concept of EAI is mainly in its externality of enterprise
integration with lower costs and less programming using existing applications. Instead
of making changes to the source and destination software, middleware is used to bridge
different applications together in a centralized manner instead of having point-to-point
connection between each connected application.

2.1.2. Integration strategies

There are multiple different strategies on how to implement integration between systems.
According to Hohpe and Woolf (2004) the main ones can be categorized into four different
groups:

File transfer

Each system produces (exports) and receives (imports) files which contain shared data.
The files are often transferred in scheduled batches causing a delay in the availability of
the shared data. The use of files offers an effective decoupling of the systems, and a way
to buffer the changes if the target system is offline for some reason.

14



2. Background

Shared databases

The systems utilize a shared database which contains the shared data. This allows for
instantaneous synchronization between the systems. The use of a shared database may
be difficult or even impossible due to a mismatch between the data models of the different
systems and semantic differences with handling the data. Also, concurrent updates to
the data from multiple systems may cause slowdowns and errors due to deadlocks.

Remote Procedure Invocation

The systems publish procedures or APIs which may be invoked remotely facilitating the
transfer of the shared data between systems. This an effective way of transferring data
between the systems, but it also strongly couples the endpoints. Also, the synchronous
point-to-point nature of the communication may cause problems when a system is un-
available.

Messaging

Each system connects to a common messaging system and sends requests and responses
for shared data through the messaging system. This asynchronous method of sharing
data provides lower latency than plain file transfers while providing the same sort of
buffer, which persists even though a participating system is taken offline.

2.1.3. Integration technologies: BizTalk

Microsoft BizTalk server is an integration software product which is often installed along-
side FRENDS Iron 3.6, although both of them can be utilized separately. BizTalk Server
supports most of the different integration patterns listed by Hohpe and Woolf (2004)
and it provides a good framework and tools suite for integration projects. BizTalk ac-
complishes connecting different systems together with a messaging-oriented architecture:
every ingoing or outgoing connection is modeled as sending messages.

An integration process in BizTalk is modeled in the following architecture, see Fig-
ure 2.1 for reference. A message arrives in a Receive Port which contains an Adapter
and a pipeline. The Adapter handles the protocol specific functionality such as HTTP
or reading files and BizTalk has many ready-made Adapters, such as EDI, File, HTTP,
FTP, SMTP, etc. After the Adapter, the Pipeline prepares the message for further use
by ”piping” the message through transformations, encoding changes, promoting values
to the message context, etc. Once the message is processed by the Receive Port, it
is published to the Message box. The Message box functions as a message bus which
routes the messages to recipients according to subscriptions. The routing of messages is
handled by the by the Routing Engine either statically, i.e. all messages from A go to B,
or dynamically based on the message, e.g. messages of type StockPurchaseOrder go to
C. Processes are called orchestrations in BizTalk and they are handled by the Orches-
tration Engine, which handles sending and receiving messages between systems. The
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2. Background

state of the orchestration is maintained in a database, allowing long running processes
that persist over restarting the service.

Receive Port

Pipeline

Adapter

Send Port

Pipeline

Adapter

Message Box

Orchestration engine

Orchestration
Orchestration

Orchestration

Figure 2.1.: Microsoft BizTalk Server messaging

2.1.4. Integration technologies: Windows Workflow Foundation 3.5

Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) by Microsoft is not an integration related technol-
ogy as such, but it is used by FRENDS Iron 3.6 to implement Tasks. It is a framework
by Microsoft with which workflow processes can be created. These processes are com-
prised of multiple steps called Activities and execution flow logic, and the processes are
designed to be able to take a long time to complete. The framework provides Design
tools, some ready-made libraries containing Activities, the Tracking service, Workflow
runtime, Persistence service and Business rules engine. The Design Tools are installed
on Visual Studio and the editing and compiling the Workflow to a Dynamically Linking
Library (DLL) is done with it. The Workflow runtime is not usable out-of-the-box, but
needs to be added to a host process, e.g. a console application, Windows service or
ASP.NET web site. In addition to this the database must be set up and the UI, if used,
will need to be hosted in an application. After these actions, it will be possible to deploy
the actual workflows Microsoft (2010).

Workflow activities are the base elements of workflows, they are added hierarchically
in a tree structure to define execution flow of the workflow. A single activity can be
either a single action, such as writing to a database, or a composite activity which is com-
prised of a set of activities. The default set of activities included in Windows Workflow
Foundation provide the basic functionality for control flow, conditions, event handling,
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state management and communicating with applications and services. Activities can
be either sequential, i.e. defined at design time, or event-driven, i.e. the execution is
dependent on external events Microsoft (2010).

Services in Windows Workflow Foundation are a way of providing additional function-
ality to the runtime engine. The services that are included with WF handle common
requirements such as persisting workflow execution details in a Microsoft SQL Server
database. Other types of built-in services are scheduling services, transaction services,
and tracking services. Custom services can be created to override or extend the func-
tionality of the base services, e.g. persist workflow execution details in a MongoDB,
which is a document-oriented database, instead of a Microsoft SQL Server, which is a
relational database Microsoft (2010).

Workflows mainly support two different execution models, called the sequential and
state machine models. The sequential model is the most straightforward, it is essentially
a tree of activities that are executed in order, one-by-one, until the last activity has
finished its execution. A state machine workflow consists of a set of states, which the
workflow moves through depending on the events it receives until it reaches a designated
final state. See Figure 2.2 for an illustration on workflow types Microsoft (2010).

IfElse Activity

IfElseBranch

Activity

Code Activity

IfElseBranch

Activity

Code Activity

WaitingForOrderState

OrderOpenState

OrderProcessedState

OrderCompletedState

OnOrderCreated

OnOrderProcessed OnOrderUpdated

OnOrderShipped

Figure 2.2.: Sequential workflow and State machine workflow

2.1.5. NuGet Packages

According to Microsoft (2017) NuGet is a package manager for Microsoft development
platforms including .NET, which is actively being developed by the .NET Foundation.
NuGet provides a way of producing and consuming packages, which can contain code
libraries or tools. The official public NuGet repository hosts 71 080 unique packages
and has served 2 005 920 150 package downloads according to the NuGet Gallery hosted
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by .NET Foundation (2017) (checked 17.1.2017) which allows .NET developers to share
their packages. NuGet support has been bundled in Visual Studio as a pre-installed
Visual Studio extension.

NuGet packages are essentially Zip archives that contain the metadata about the
NuGet package and the libraries and tools distributed inside of it. According to Microsoft
(2017) the required metadata elements, contained in a .nuspec-file, that a package must
contain are the package id, version, description, and authors. The id is what is used to
identify the package, it needs to be unique, e.g. ’Frends.VerySpecialLibrary’. The version
of the package follows the Semantic Versioning (SemVer) specification by Preston-Werner
(2017) and it is used to identify which version of the package it is. The description and
author fields are self-explanatory. Other important elements are title (a human-friendly
readable name for the package), dependencies (a collection of ids and version specifier
of NuGet packages that are dependent upon) and files (the libraries or tools that are
included in the package). There are other elements as well, but the elements above are
the most important ones for FRENDS4, which uses NuGet packages in the distribution
of Tasks.

The dependencies for NuGet packages may be specific to a version or just a range of
versions. When the package is added to a project with NuGet tools, a version redirect
is automatically added to the project’s app.config file. If the public API of the library
stays backwards compatible, this means that NuGet packages built referencing different
versions of a package can be used simultaneously without conflict.

2.1.6. Message busses and Advanced Message Queuing Protocol

The Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) is an open standard application
protocol defined by OASIS’ AMQP Working Group. According to OASIS (2017), AMQP
is an open standard for passing business messages between application and organizations.
It defines the behavior between a messaging provider (e.g. Azure Service Bus) and a
client so that solutions from different vendors based on different technology stacks are
interoperable, an example of a similar standard would be HTTP which a wide variety
of servers and clients implement.

2.2. Cloud computing

The National Institute of Standards and technology (NIST) defines Cloud computing
as the model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to shared
pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released
with minimal management effort or service provider interaction (Mell and Grance, 2011).
The definition lists five different characteristics: on-demand self-service, broad network
access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured service, and three different service
models: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS), see Figure 2.3 of a visualization how they compare and stack (Almorsy
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et al., 2016). Other models, such as Hardware as a Service (HaaS) (Rimal et al., 2009),
have been suggested, but these will not be focused upon.

Figure 2.3.: Cloud service model layers

NIST also lists 4 different infrastructure deployment models: private cloud, commu-
nity cloud, public cloud and hybrid cloud (Mell and Grance, 2011). Private clouds are
provisioned exclusively for a single organization, but it can be owned and operated by
the organization or a third party. According to Rimal et al. (2009), this offers lesser
restrictions on network bandwidth, security and legal requirements. Community cloud
is similar to a private cloud, but it is provisioned for multiple organizations that have
shared concerns. Public clouds provisioned open to the public and is owned and operated
by a single organization, such as Amazon or Microsoft. Hybrid clouds are a combination
of different cloud infrastructures that enable data and application portability between
the infrastructures.

2.2.1. Cloud computing adoption problems

According to Kim et al. (2009), there are at least seven types of adoption issues for cloud
computing environments: outage, security, performance, compliance, private clouds,
integration and cost.

There are different types of outages, they may be either temporary or permanent.
Permanent outages may occur if a cloud provider goes out of business or decides to
discontinue their service. The amount of damage a permanent outage causes depends
on many factors, such as mission criticality of the service and migration possibilities
to on-premises or other providers. Also, in theory the use of a large provider should
diminish the risk of a permanent outage.

Although cloud services often provide fault tolerance due to redundant systems, there
have been large temporary outages with major service providers, as can be seen in
Table 2.1. The fault tolerance is often provided by having the services being redundant
and hot swappable. This way a service with a fault will continue to run on one node,
while the other node is being recycled. For example Azure storage has multiple different
replication schemes for data, Locally redundant storage, Zone-redundant storage and
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Geo-redundant storage. Each of them has at least three copies of the data spread out
according to the scheme (Microsoft, 2016c). See chapter 2.2.6 for further information
about Azure Storage.

Service and outage Duration Date
S3 outage: authentication service overload 2 hours 15.02.2008

Microsoft Azure: malfunction in Windows Azure 22 hours 13.03.2008
S3 outage: Single bit error leading to gossip protocol fail 6-8 hours 20.05.2008

Google AppEngine partial outage: programming error 5 hours 17.06.2008
Gmail and Google Apps Engine 2.5 hours 24.04.2009

Table 2.1.: Major provider outages

Outages will inevitably happen and the Service Level Agreement (SLA) for the cloud
service should take this into account. Different providers define their SLAs varyingly
with different availability quotas and time windows. The SLA may also vary depending
on the service level within a cloud service. Table 2.2 lists a different SLAs for some big
provider’s services. The Service Level Agreement often limits the recompensation to a
percentage of the price of the use the service, e.g. for Azure Virtual Machines less than
99.95% accessibility is 10% credit and less than 99% accessibility is 25% credit according
to Microsoft (2016e). This means that any loss of business or damages caused by the
outage are not covered.

Service Condition Timewindow Promise
Amazon EC2 & EBS None Month 99.95 %

Azure Storage Read Access-Geo Re-
dundant Storage

Month 99.99 %

Azure Storage Local or Zone Redun-
dant Storage

Month 99.9 %

Azure Storage Write access Month 99.9 %
Azure Virtual Machine Two or more instances Month 99.9 %
Note: Checked 1.1.2017
Sources: Amazon (2016), Microsoft (2016d), Microsoft (2016e),

Table 2.2.: Service level agreements

One big concern for cloud services is security, every system can be breached especially
if they are connected to the Internet. This means that cloud services are especially
susceptive to attacks and need to maintain a sufficient level of security. Although major
PaaS and SaaS providers have not been reported as breached, a well-known cloud storage
provider Dropbox suffered a breach in 2012, which was reported by originally by Troy
Hunt according to Gibbs (2016). The breach leaked 68 million users’ email addresses
and hashed passwords. The angle of attack for this breach was caused by the reuse
of a password by an employee. This means that the breach was somewhat caused by
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human error, but it could have been mitigated with better security through two-step
verification. Security will be addressed more thoroughly in chapter 2.2.2 Security in the
Cloud on page 21.

Performance is another adoption issue that may be encountered, the service may not
work as fast as on-premises with state of the art hardware. This can be offset by the
scaling capabilities of the cloud service, although that will raise the costs. Another
cause for performance issues may be network limitations between the cloud service and
on-premises endpoints. Increased latency and bandwidth restrictions should be taken
into account.

Compliance to laws and regulations may fully prevent the use of an abroad cloud
service, for example transferring personal (health) data abroad from EU counties is pro-
hibited, unless the importing country ’ensures an adequate level of protection’ according
to Seddon and Currie (2013). The U.S. was not among the nine countries that the
EU qualifies. However, US-EU Safe Harbor principles allow an U.S. organization to
self-certify that they meet the requirements. Unfortunately, countries may have more
strict regulations in place, for example Germany does not allow health data to be stored
outside of the physical premises, barring even domestic cloud services.

Cloud services move a lot of the upfront costs to the lifetime of the service. This may
cause the overall cost of operation to be higher in the cloud than it would be with a
fully on-premises service when the lifetime of the service is long. However, according to
Armbrust et al. (2010), if the load varies over time, utilizing the elasticity of the cloud
service may lead to lower costs than having to provision on-premises according to the
peak load.

2.2.2. Security in the Cloud

As stated earlier, security is a big issue in information technology services and especially
cloud services. Field et al. (2016) identified the 12 top security concerns for cloud ser-
vices, which are in order of severity: data breaches; weak identity, credential and access
management; insecure APIs; system and application vulnerabilities; account hijacking;
malicious insiders; advanced persistent threats (APTs); data loss; insufficient due dili-
gence; abuse and nefarious use of cloud services; denial of service; shared technology
issues. The list was formed from an original list of twenty security concerns based on
survey results.

Data breaches were ranked as the most severe type of threat. Field et al. (2016) de-
fines a data breach as an incident where sensitive, protected or confidential information
is released, viewed, stolen, or used by an individual who is not authorized to do so. The
effect of this breach can vary largely with the type of information concerned, from simple
embarrassment, to loss of business, or to litigation. Data breaches are especially signif-
icant for Enterprise Application Integration systems since the data passed through the
system almost inevitably contains business-critical information. Although the business
critical data may not be stored within the system, the parametrization, e.g. passwords,
may be used to access the data on the connected systems.

Weak identity, credential, and access management is another big threat which can
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lead easily lead to data breaches and other major threats. A compromised account may
be used by a malicious third party to, e.g. read or write confidential data, do unallowed
actions or use the service as a stepping stone for further access. These are especially big
threats in an EAI system, which is connected to multiple other systems, which are often
business critical. The secure implementation of identity management is not an easy task
and self-made login systems have been the cause of many breaches, with for example SQL
injections. Federated identity systems have been becoming more common with Google,
Facebook, Microsoft and others providing authentication with their login services for
third party sites. With federated identity services, the user’s login information is not
stored on the actual service. This lessens the risk of a faulty login system. Microsoft
also provides Azure Active Directory, a cloud identity management service, which can be
leveraged to handle account management, while still providing the subscriber the means
to easily view and manage user accounts. These federated services may also provide
multifactor authentication, which require a pre-established additional authentication
information in case the username and password are compromised (Field et al., 2016).

Cloud services often have some sort of exposed Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) that are used by a client when accessing the service. For example, a cloud service
with a web based management UI will have some sort of HTTP API. If the API is not
secured, an action that is not meant for the user, even one which is not shown on the
site, could be called by the user. This means that all the calls to the API will have to
be authenticated and checked against the user’s access rights to prevent elevated access.
In this example, the API was most likely a private API, but the API could also be a
public one, for which tools are being built by a third parties. This means that the user
must give their API credentials to a third party or to their tool to use it. In a case like
this it would be good, if the access rights of API credentials were as limited as possible
for the tool to function correctly.

System and application vulnerabilities are a risk for any system, and while not specific
to cloud services, they should be mitigated with regular IT maintenance processes. A
bug in the operating system, service or associated programs may expose the service to
other threats. Operating systems and software should be kept up-to-date and common
vulnerabilities and exposures (CVEs) should be followed.

Account hijacking is another old threat, one which is hard to beat. A single user’s
personal security habits may expose the service to the same problems as weak identity,
credential, and access management. The user may reuse a password and email com-
bination for multiple systems in addition to the cloud service. These systems may be
breached and the user’s login information used to breach the cloud service. This can
be mitigated with multifactor authentication, but even this can be circumvented with
clever phishing attacks, in which the social engineering attacker convinces the user to
relinquish their login data and help with circumventing the multifactor authentication.
Adequate training of users and IT policies help minimize this threat.

Malicious insiders are a threat caused by disgruntled employees, contractors, or busi-
ness partners who misuse their access to the system. While the malicious access to
system may be easily traced to the source, the damage caused by her actions may irre-
versible. This can be mitigated by minimizing allowed access rights to those required,
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and actively removing or suspending access from personnel who should no longer have
it.

Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) are an attack which aims to stay unnoticed and
allow long lasting access to the system. This access may be used for corporate espionage
for extended periods of time. This threat may be especially insidious in EAI systems
depending on the nature of the data being moved by the system.

Data loss is a threat can be daunting. It may happen due to equipment failure or
malicious attacks. Luckily it can be mitigated with backups and redundancy, for example
Azure Storage has multiple tiers of redundancy, all data is maintained on at least three
separate nodes inside the same location with the option of geo-redundancy, in which
the data is copied to another datacenter with three new copies. Redundancy is not a
replacement for backups as it does not protect from accidental or malicious data erasure
or modification. Incremental off-site backups of important data provide a way to go
back in time before the erasure or modification.

Due diligence should be practiced when deciding to use cloud services instead of an
on-premises solution, the subscriber should make sure that the service they are signing
up for suits their needs, roadmap and legal issues. Insufficient due diligence can cause
many different types of problems as time passes, e.g. some feature might be important
to the subscriber but unimportant to the service provider, data may not be legally stored
in the region the cloud service is physically located, or technical discrepancy between
the cloud service and on-premises cause unexpected problems.

Malicious users of a cloud service may abuse the service for nefarious actions. This
abuse and nefarious use of cloud services may be done with fraudulent service sign-ups
and then using the service in an unexpected way, e.g. Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) or other attacks, or abusing the computational capacity for digital currency
mining or brute-forcing passwords. Due to the automatic creation and self-service nature
of many cloud services this can be hard to prevent, but it can be mitigated with limiting
trial accounts and employing methods of detecting fraudulent payments and scripted
creation of accounts.

Denial of service (DoS) attacks are risks that all services that are connected to the
Internet are prone to. The aim of the attack is to prevent the legitimate users from being
able to use the service. A common type of DoS attack is the distributed one, in which
a large number of sources generate unnecessary traffic to the service causing the service
to run out of processes. Cloud service elasticity may help with this by provisioning
additional resources, but the increased resource consumption will cause extra costs.
There is also the possibility of an asymmetric attack which take advantage of bugs in
the system causing a denial of service. These attacks cannot be survived by adding
resources as the all the added nodes will also have the bug, instead the bug causing the
vulnerability must be fixed.

The shared technology issues stem from cloud services often having their subscribers
as tenants on the same shared physical hardware. These tenants must be separated so
that they cannot access or affect other tenants services or access the underlying host
systems.
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2.2.3. Service models

In the Software as a Service (SaaS) model the consumer of the service is provided an
application that is running in a cloud environment. The application can be accessed
through the network and the consumer does not manage any of the infrastructure (Mell
and Grance, 2011). Examples of SaaS services are Google Docs (an office productivity
suite), Salesforce.com (an online CRM suite) and Dropbox (locally synchronized online
file storage). Each of them provide software functionality which has earlier been mostly
managed on-site. Rimal et al. (2009) specify that the service uses common resources
and a single instance of both the code base and the database.

In PaaS the consumer is provided a platform on which the consumer can deploy ap-
plications of her choice. The consumer does not manage the infrastructure, but may
have access to user-specific configuration settings (Mell and Grance, 2011). Good exam-
ples of PaaS are Amazon’s AWS Elastic Beanstalk, Microsoft Azure Cloud Services and
Google App Engine. According to Rimal et al. (2009) this may offer reduced develop-
ment time, readily available tools and services and the ability to scale quickly compared
to conventional applications.

In IaaS the consumer is provided virtualized infrastructure on which they can manage
and deploy software (applications or operating systems) (Mell and Grance, 2011). In
IaaS the consumer is provided with computers, usually in the form of virtual machines,
and other infrastructure (e.g. network connectivity and data storage) to manage as they
see fit. The customer pays according to the amount of resources their service consumes
(Rimal et al., 2009).

2.2.4. Microsoft Azure

Microsoft Azure is Microsoft’s cloud platform which has a wide array of different cloud
based services available. Microsoft (2016a) divides the services into different categories
such as Compute, Data services, App services, and Network services. Each of the cate-
gories can contain services from different Cloud computing models, e.g. Compute with
virtual machines (IaaS) and Cloud services (PaaS).

2.2.5. Azure Service Bus messaging

Azure Service Bus is Microsoft’s cloud based messaging service which provides publish-
subscribe message brokering, event hubs and connection relay functionality.

Message brokering provides the consumer with one-way asynchronous message deliv-
ery. There are two different messaging patterns: queues and topics/subscriptions. With
queues a message is guaranteed to be delivered successfully once to a listener on the
queue. A queue may have more than one listener, but each message will only be deliv-
ered once. Topics and subscriptions work on the basis that a message may be delivered
to multiple recipients. Each topic may have multiple subscriptions, which can receive
all or some (filtered by conditions) of the messages sent to the topic. This provides an
effective way of handling one-to-many connections.
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2.2.6. Azure Storage

Azure Storage provides data storage functionality in the Microsoft Azure cloud. It is
currently divided to four different services:

• Blob storage

• File storage

• Table storage

• Queue storage

Blob storage is the initial version developed for storing files. According to Microsoft
(2016b) the blobs may be accessed through either a REST API or the Azure SDK
libraries. It has a virtual directory structure that is prepended into the name of the
blobs and the blobs may be listed according to these virtual directory paths. The
location of a blob is defined by three components: storage account, blob container and
the name of the blob. The storage account may contain other storage services, such as
queues or tables, in addition to the blob containers. The account may contain multiple
containers, which in turn may contain multiple blobs.

There are three different types of blobs: Block blobs, Append blobs and Page blobs.
Block blobs are divided to up to 50,000 blocks which can be up to 100 MB in size,
totaling to approximately 4.75 TB in February 2017. Append blobs are also made out of
blocks, but they are also optimized for append write operations. Lastly Page blobs are
optimized for frequent random position read/write operations, and are used for example
with Azure Virtual Machine disk storage.

File storage is a more recent addition to the Azure storage. It provides file access
through the SMB protocol or the File service REST API. This provides a way to provide
a shared file storage for legacy applications, which can access the mounted file share
through standard file operations instead of a REST API.

Table storage is for storing structured data that can be searched with a partition and
row key. A single row in the storage is defined by four concepts: storage account, table
name, partition key, and row key. An account may contain multiple tables, a table may
contain multiple partitions, and a partition may hold multiple rows. Thus, a single row
has the following structure inside a table:

Partition
key

Row key Timestamp Additional fields

Partition
identifier

Row iden-
tifier

When the row
was changed

The actual properties
(fields) the row con-
tains

The entities defined by the additional fields are not required to be uniform, in other
words, the data is schemaless. Row properties with the same name do not need to have
the same data type. There are some limitations:
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• A row may have up to 252 custom properties in addition to the three default fields

• A row may only contain 1 MB of data across all properties

• A String type property may be up to 64 KB in size

Queue storage provides reliable queue based messaging for messages up to 64 KB
in size. According to Microsoft (2016b) common uses of queues include asynchronously
processed work backlog and passing messages between PaaS Azure web and worker roles.
For example, these messages can contain an URI to an image which should be resized
or otherwise processed. The maximum lifetime of a queue message is seven days.

Access to a storage account is limited with storage access keys. Each account has
two keys, a primary and secondary key, which can be regenerated separately. When the
storage account is accessed with either of the keys, full access is provided. More granular
access can be provided with the use of Shared Access Signatures (SAS). There are two
different types of SASs, account-level and service-level. An account-level SAS may allow
access to one or more different Azure storage services and allow the management (create,
delete and/or enumerate) of elements (blob container, file share, table and/or queue).
The service-level SAS is limited to operations on a single element inside of a service,
e.g. blob container, blob, file share, file, table, partitions, rows, or queue, and the access
may be limited to only certain operations, e.g. read, write and/or list. The SAS may
also limit the time which it is valid, the valid protocols (HTTP and/or HTTPS), and
what request IP address or range requests are accepted from. The service-level SAS may
also be tied to a previously created Stored Access Policy (SAP), which may be removed
to revoke an otherwise valid SAS. The amount of SAPs is limited to five per service
element.

According to Microsoft (2016b) there are two different supported methods of en-
cryption of data: encrypt storage data at rest and encrypt data via the client library.
Encryption at rest or Azure Storage Service Encryption (SSE) is handled fully on the
service side and only requires to be enabled on the storage account. The encryption
and decryption process is invisible to the user and the encryption keys are handled and
stored by Azure and cannot be accessed from the outside. The data is encrypted using
256-bit AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) encryption. Client-Side Encryption on
the other hand, as the name states, does the encryption and decryption on the client
(with the official .NET Azure Storage Client libraries). The encryption is twofold, first
the actual data is encrypted with a content encryption key (CEK) created by the client
library. After this the CEK is encrypted with a key encryption key (KEK) which can
be either a symmetric or asymmetric key. This key can be managed locally or it can
be stored in the Azure Key Vault service. The encrypted data is uploaded with the
encrypted CEK and KEK identifier to the storage service as metadata or alongside the
data. When decrypting the encrypted data, the KEK is fetched according to the KEK
identifier from the Azure Key Vault or the local key storage. After this the CEK is
decrypted with the KEK and the encrypted data may be decrypted with the CEK.
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2.3. Security

2.3.1. Threat Modeling

Threat Modeling is a systematic approach for creating models of a system to analyze
possible security vulnerabilities from an adversary’s perspective. The use of a model
allows the abstraction of details to analyze the system as a whole. It is recommended
to be done during the design phase of a solution to catch issues before encountering
them in an implemented product, because it is less time consuming and costly earlier
on (Scandariato et al., 2015).

Different threat modeling frameworks have different ways of creating the model. They
are often comprised of steps with the following structure. Identify system assets, cre-
ate high level model of the system, identify threats, and evaluate and document the
threats (Ingalsbe et al., 2008). One common way is to create a Data Flow Diagram
which provides a high-level visualization of how data is moved and stored inside a sys-
tem across trust boundaries, which are added to allow better analyzation of the threat
model (Myagmar et al., 2005).

2.3.2. Data Flow Diagrams

A Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is an informal way of specifying how data moves and is
stored inside of a system. The informality and simplicity allows it to be used intuitively
without much training (France, 1992). A data flow diagram has only six base types of
elements, external interactors, processes, high-level processes, data flows, data stores,
and boundaries (Abi-Antoun et al., 2007). See Figure 2.4 for an example.

Figure 2.4.: A simple DFD example created with Microsoft Threat Modeling Tool 2016

A process represents something that receives data and performs some actions based
on the data, and a high-level process is a group of many processes which may interact or
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work side-by-side (Abi-Antoun et al., 2007). For example, a Web site could be thought
of as a high-level process and the login handler page as a process.

A data store is something that stores and allows the retrieval of data. The data store
itself cannot change the data, as that is the job of a process (Abi-Antoun et al., 2007).
A few examples of data stores could be a SQL database, a file, or message bus such as
Service Bus.

An external interactor is something that is outside of the system and beyond its
control. It either provides data (input), receives data (output), or both (Abi-Antoun
et al., 2007). A human using the system is a typical example of an external interactor.

Data flows are connectors that indicate how the data moves around the system and
in which direction (Abi-Antoun et al., 2007). For example, an external interactor ’user’
has a connection to a web site and provides some input (an HTTP request) and the
web site has a connector back to the user that provides output (an HTTP response), see
Figure 2.4.

In addition to these types of elements, trust boundaries are often added in the case of
threat models. They represent the change of trust and privilege as data flows through
the system (Myagmar et al., 2005). For example, there is a trust boundary between
users and the web application because, as an external interactor, the actions of the user
may not be trusted and their input should be validated and sanitized. There also exists
a trust boundary between the web application and the database, because the web server
should not have full access to the database, only the subset of functionality required for
it to function.

2.3.3. STRIDE

STRIDE is a part of the threat modeling method developed Microsoft (Swiderski and
Snyder, 2004). It is a popular methodology which is used by Microsoft and other threat
modeling methods, such as the OWASP Application Threat Modeling (Scandariato et al.,
2015). Its name originates from the categorization of threats to six classes depending on
their effect. The six different classes are Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information
disclosure, Denial of Service and Elevation of privilege.

Spoofing is the act of using someone else’s credentials to access actions or information
that are not normally accessible. For example, Domain Name Spoofing (DNS) spoofing
is an attack where a attacker causes the victim to get a false DNS record pointing at a
hostile server instead of the server they were intending to access (Stewart, 2003).

Tampering is the act of modifying data with malicious intent either at rest, e.g. in a
database, or in transit over the between hosts. As an example, an SQL injection with a
piggy-backed query, could be used to destroy or modify user data in a database (Halfond
et al., 2006).

When someone claims that they did not do something which they actually did, that
is called Repudiation. This is possible when there is not sufficient logging available to
determine the truthfulness of the claim, or when the logs have been tampered with to
back the untruthful claim. An example of this is when a user purchases something from
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a web shop with a credit card, but claims that they did not, and there is no audit log
to verify the claim.

Information disclosure is when an attacker may gain access to data they are not sup-
posed to be able to access. For example, this can happen when the user accesses the
website on an open (unsecured) Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) without Trans-
port Layer Security (TLS) and an attacker sniffs the packets (Park and Dicoi, 2003).
Another example would be inadequate authorization on requests, where an attacker
could access other user’s data by guessing an id.

Denial of Service (DoS) is an attack where the normal function a host or service is
prevented with some malicious method, e.g. the abuse of a bug or by overloading the
system with some actions (Moore et al., 2006). An prime example of a DoS attack would
be the massive attack on DNS provider Dyn on 21 of October in 2016, which impaired
access to many high profile services such as Twitter, Netflix, Reddit, CNN, etc. (Woolf,
2016).

Elevation of privilege is when an attacker gains access that she is normally not sup-
posed to have due to a flaw in the system. An example of an elevation of privilege would
be user input causing a buffer overflow to perform an action normally not permitted to
the user. Another example is again the SQL injection which could be used modify user
permissions in the database to allow administrative actions.

When STRIDE is used in conjunction with data flow diagrams, a threat table can
be used to see what categories of threat exist for each node in the diagram (Shostack,
2008), see Table 2.3 for a suggestion by Microsoft. Data stores may have repudiation
issues when they store logs which may be attacked and deleted.

S T R I D E
External X X
Process X X X X X X

Data store X ? X X
Data flow X X X

Table 2.3.: What STRIDE categorized threats affect data flow diagram elements

2.3.4. DREAD

DREAD is a risk assessment model which has the goal of providing a numerical risk
value for threats. Its name is a mnemonic for the different categories it rates threats on,
Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected users, and Discoverability.
For each threat, each of these categories is assigned a value depending on the severity
of the effect on that category, with a higher value representing a more serious risk. The
final risk value for the Threat is the average of the values for all of the categories, i.e.
(d1 + r + e + a + d2) / 5. All the categories should be rated on the same value scale,
e.g. zero to three, or zero to 10 (OWASP, 2016). The following examples assume a scale
between zero and 10.
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Damage potential refers to the amount of damage that is incurred if the threat is
actuated. For example, a value of zero would mean that the exploit will have no effect,
a value of five would mean that a single user’s data is affected, and a value of 10 would
mean the total destruction of the system or data.

Repoducibility answers the question of how easy is the threat to exploit. For example,
a value of zero would mean that it is barely possible even with administrative access, a
five could mean that an authorized user account is required and one or two actions to
accomplish, and a value of 10 would mean that the exploit can be accomplished by an
unauthenticated user with a web browser.

Exploitability means how much work is required to exploit the threat. For example, a
value of zero could mean that the exploit requires advanced knowledge and custom made
tools, a value of five would mean that the exploit can be accomplished with existing tools,
and a value of 10 would mean that no special tools are required, e.g. a web browser is
sufficient.

Affected users denotes the amount of uses that will be affected by the exploit. This
value can be most easily thought of as a average percentage of users affected divided by
10, zero would mean no users, five would mean about fifty percent and 10 would mean
all of them.

Discoverability means how easy the threat is to discover. This category can be con-
sidered debatable as it can be considered as security through obscurity, which is discour-
aged. OWASP (2016) recommends having discoverability set to the maximum value
for existing products as an assumption that all threat issues will be discovered. If the
category will be used, the following scale can be used as an example, zero means that
the threat is very hard to discover, it would require administrative access or access to
the source code, a five would be that it can be figured out by studying the product,
e.g. network traces, a nine would be that the exploit can be found easily with a search
engine, and a 10 would be that the exploit is clearly visible in the system, e.g. as a
parameter on the web browser’s address bar(OWASP, 2016).
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Chapter 3

Products

In this chapter the FRENDS Integration products FRENDS Iron, Frends Cobalt, and
FRENDS4 will be discussed. Elements related the product such as Routine, Task, Sched-
ule will be written with a capital letter do distinguish them from their normal meaning.

3.1. FRENDS Iron 3.6

FRENDS Iron 3.6 will be described by first describing the logical parts related to the
execution of processes which are called Routines in FRENDS Iron. After that the
architectural structure of the software is described.

3.1.1. Routines

Routines are the element in a FRENDS Iron process that bind everything together.
They define the executable integration process by containing information when to exe-
cute (Schedules), what to execute (Tasks), and how to execute (Connection Points or
Connection Point Groups). The Tasks are organized into an execution graph, comprised
of Routine Tasks, and the execution may branch depending on the result of the executed
Routine Tasks, as can be seen on Figure 3.1. The graph does not allow loops, but it does
allow foreach style execution for a single Task with Connection Point Groups. The Tasks
in a Routine can be parametrized either directly or with Connection Point references.

When a Routine is executed on the execution service, each Task in the execution graph
is run and persisted to the database separately. This allows the Routine execution to be
paused and the service to be shut down while allowing the Routine to resume execution
with the next when the service is restarted.

3.1.2. Tasks

Tasks can be either simple .NET 4.5 classes (called Simple Tasks) or Windows Workflow
Foundation (WF) 3.5 Workflows (called Workflow Tasks). Initially only Workflow Tasks
were supported, but due to the additional overhead during development and testing,
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Figure 3.1.: A Simple routine execution result graph with 2 succesfully executed Tasks
and one unexecuted error branch

support for Plain Old CLR Object (POCO) tasks was was added in FRENDS Iron
3.3 (HiQ Finland, 2017). Both types of Tasks are stored in Dynamically Linking Libraries
(DLLs) and added are to FRENDS Iron by copying the DLL to the installation directory
of the installation and then adding them from the UI. When the Task is added, the library
is scanned for either Workflows or POCO classes and their parameters, and then the
Task is available for use in Routines.

In both the cases of the Workflow Task and the Simple Task, the parameters are
designated object properties. The properties are also used to provide data back to the
execution service. Some properties have special usages, such as Success, ActionSkipped,
Output, and UserResultMessage. These properties allow the task to convey information
about its execution back to the execution service to be used to: determine if the Task
ran successfully (Success), did it actually do anything (ActionSkipped), provide data for
successive tasks in the same routine (Output), and provide a nice result message for the
UI (UserResultMessage).

The execution of Workflow Tasks is handled by the Workflow runtime hosted by the
FRENDS process execution service. Simple Tasks are executed asynchronously as a
.NET task on the thread pool by the execution service in the same .NET appdomain. A
Task execution is a single executable unit called a Task Instance and a Routine Instance
contains one or more Task Instances. Multiple Simple Tasks and Workflow Tasks can
execute concurrently by the execution service. Because a single appdomain is being used
for everything, this means that the Task DLLs cannot be changed to a different version
after being run and updates to their DLLs will require a service restart because a single
appdomain may only have one version of a DLL loaded at a time and unloading single
DLLs is not supported.
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3.1.3. Connection Points and Connection Point Groups

Connection Points (CP) are used as data storage units, they commonly contain parametriza-
tion information for Tasks. A Connection Point usually represents an integration end-
point in the solution. The endpoint may represent, as an example, information needed
to connect to an FTP server, i.e. address, port, username, password, and the name
of the file which to transfer. The Connection Points may be shared between multiple
Routines, providing a means to ease the burden of managing the configurations. The
combined usage of Task parameters in Routines and Connection Point references in the
parameters provides a robust and easy way of providing parameters to integration pro-
cesses, because using hardcoded variables inside Tasks should not encouraged. Using
hardcoded values would make the processes harder to modify and diagnose through the
UI.

The data is stored in an XML structure, which is defined by an XML Schema that
is provided when the Connection Point is created. The schema is used by the UI to
provide the editor for the Connection Point. The schema may be updated at a later
point in time to reflect updates on the data structure. The values in the XML may be
referenced when providing Task parameters inside a routine with a CP reference. The
references have the following format {CP:[xPath to the referenced XML node or value]},
see Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2.: FRENDS Cobalt CP and Routine in the MMC UI

Connection Point Groups (CPGs) are a set of Connection Points defined by a filter.
The groups can be used to create a list of common endpoints for a Task inside of a
Routine, e.g. a Routine could fetch a list of blocked IPs from a server and send it to
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multiple hosts (defined by a CPG). The groups are evaluated dynamically at runtime,
which means that any new added CP that matches the filter will be automatically
included in future executions. This makes adding new endpoints to solutions quick and
easy without requiring to touch the actual Routine.

The filter in a Connection Point Group can have two different types of conditions, name
conditions and tag conditions, which can be combined to make more complex conditions.
A condition is comprised of three fields: name (type, e.g. name or tag), operand (e.g.
contains), and value (e.g. FTP). There are multiple different string operands that can
be used, such as begins with, ends with, does not begin with, contains, and so forth.

3.1.4. Schedules

Schedules are a way to define when a Routine should be executed. They can be very
simple, e.g. once a day at a certain time, or more complex, e.g. repeating every 30 sec-
onds between 1 AM and 2 AM on the last day of the month. It is also possible to provide
an iCalendar file with dates on which the Schedule should not be triggered on, e.g. for
when a Routine should be executed on weekdays, except on banking holidays. Schedules
are reusable between Routines which allows the quick use of common scheduling, e.g. a
polling Routine executed every 10 seconds. Routines may also be configured to run only
one execution at a time which overrides scheduling while the process is running.

3.1.5. Management UI

FRENDS Iron 3.6 has two different management UIs, a Microsoft Management Console
(MMC) snap-in and an ASP.NET website (called WebUI), both of which can be seen in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The management console is the original UI and the WebUI was first
introduced for FRENDS Iron 3.1. Initially it was distributed and installed separately,
but in 3.2 it was added to the installation package. In the beginning the WebUI did not
have all the editing functionality that the MMC had and they had to be used in tandem
to have access to all the features.

Figure 3.3.: The old MMC management UI
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Figure 3.4.: The new web based UI

The transition from the MMC interface to the web interface provides a more accessible
and nicer looking way of managing FRENDS Iron. Using the MMC interface requires
the user to connect to the FRENDS Iron host machine via remote desktop and to have
admin privileges on the host, and database access rights to the FRENDS Iron database.
The WebUI uses Windows authentication for authenticating users and a separate user
account for accessing the database. Access can be limited on a group basis allowing for
more granular access management. This also means that the user accessing FRENDS
Iron does not need to have access to the host and database, both of which can be a
security threat.

3.1.6. Process execution service

The process execution service’s main responsibility is handling the execution of Routines.
It scans DLLs placed in the its installation directory and stores information about them
in database, so they can be added as Tasks in the Web UI. It also hosts Microsoft
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) services for doing Routine and Connection
Point related actions. In addition to the WCF services, an ASP.NET Web API is hosted
to allow starting and checking the execution state of Routines.

The WCF service for Connection Points makes it possible to remotely get the infor-
mation for one or more Connection Points and update them. It also makes it possible
to get values from inside one or more CP’s data with xPaths. The service for Routines
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on the other hand makes it possible to start, stop, activate, deactivate, and reschedule
Routines.

Once the execution service starts the execution of a Routine, it creates a Routine
Instance and Task Instances for the Routine. Then it starts executing the Task Instances
as defined by the Routine by polling the database to see when an instance finishes and
then executing the next one that is due. If there are multiple execution services, the Task
is not guaranteed to execute on the same host unless it is restricted to a single host. Once
all Task instances that are supposed to be executed are finished, the Routine Instance’s
state will be set to a finished state which reflects the state of the Task Instances, e.g.
Success or Failed.

3.1.7. Log service

The Log service for FRENDS Iron processes messages from Service Bus queues that it
is configured to monitor. It passes these messages to message processors, which can be
dynamically loaded from DLLs. FRENDS Iron ships with two optional processors, Bulk
logger and FRENDS Cobalt Transfer logger, and supports custom processors.

The Bulk logger stores the contents of all messages it processes to an Azure Table
or a Blob container for archiving or later analysis, e.g. for big data processing, such as
Hadoop. The Cobalt Transfer logger logs metadata about Cobalt transfers, which can
be viewed in the Web UI to provide an overview of file transfer done by the system, see
Figure 3.5. The view provides information about file transfer counts between hosts, and
allow to drill down single file transfers.

3.1.8. Architecture

FRENDS Iron 3.6 has three different logical parts, the process execution service, which
handles Routine executions, the Management UIs and a Log service. See Figure 3.6
for a visual representation. All parts are usually installed on the same host machine,
although they can also be installed separately. They all must share the same database,
except for the Log Service’s Log database, which is used for solution specific logging or
Cobalt transfer logging, and does not contain data related to FRENDS Iron operation.

Process execution services can be installed on different hosts and configured to use the
same FRENDS database to achieve a farm environment. The services use locks in the
database to decide which one will execute which Task Instance. The execution services
do not know of each other’s existence and do not communicate directly with each other.

3.2. FRENDS Cobalt 1.8

FRENDS Cobalt is one of the readymade Tasks for FRENDS Iron. It provides a means
for batch file transfers and transformations. The execution follows the workflow de-
scribed in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.5.: FRENDS Cobalt transfers view

Figure 3.6.: FRENDS Iron 3.6 architecture

It has out-of-the-box support for FTP, SFTP, FTPS, Azure Service Bus and regular file
system endpoints, file transformations (Message processing steps), logging and extensive
configuration options. Custom endpoints and message processing steps are supported
with an extension API, which can be used to implement e.g. web service or database
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Figure 3.7.: Cobalt workflow

endpoints.

3.3. FRENDS4 4.3

3.3.1. Processes

Processes are analogous to FRENDS Iron Routines. They define the integration process
by binding Triggers, Tasks and Environment Variables together to describe a complete
process. Processes are compiled as executable DLLs and distributed as NuGet packages
to Agents. Each Process may have multiple versions of it and these different versions
may be deployed on different environments at the same time.
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Figure 3.8.: Simple BPMN Process which processes files from a directory and reports
errors

The Process execution graph is shown in a Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) style graph and it supports a variety of control elements, such as foreach
loops, while loops, conditions, error handlers, variable declarations and Subprocesses,
see Figure 3.8 for an example Process. Each Process starts with at least one Start
element, which contains a Trigger configuration, and ends in a Return element. These
are the only required elements for a Process, but to have the execution to actually do
anything, some Tasks need to be added.

Because the Process, along with all its Tasks, are delivered as executable code, the
execution is fast. Each version of a Process is loaded into a separate .NET appdomain,
which allows updating the DLLs without having to restart the service. Logging the
Process execution is handled asynchronously during the execution to minimize the effect
on processing speed.

Sometimes many Processes need the same functionality that may be more complex
than a single Task. For example, multiple Processes need to do some error reporting,
e.g. by sending an email and logging to a file. It would be tedious to implement this in
all the Processes and even more tedious to update them when changes are needed. It
would be nice to some way of having this functionality shared between Processes. This
is where Subprocesses come in, they are exactly like processes, but with a few minor
differences. They can only have a Manual Trigger, i.e. they cannot be run on their
own. The Manual Trigger specifies the parameters that the Subprocess uses and by
using a Call Subprocess element a Process may run it and get the return value from
it. All Subprocesses are executed synchronously, i.e. the parent Process waits for the
Subprocess to finish executing before continuing. The parent Process does not know
which version of the Subprocess will be executed as these are managed and deployed
separately for each Environment. This allows the update of the Subprocesses without
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touching the parent Processes, unless new mandatory parameters were added.

3.3.2. Tasks

FRENDS4 Tasks are similar to FRENDS Iron Simple Tasks, but instead of being POCO
classes, they are static methods in .NET classes. The DLLs containing the static methods
are packaged in to NuGet packages and uploaded through the UI to be made available
to be used inside Processes. The NuGet packages for the Processes will reference a
specific version of the Task so that the correct version of the Task DLL will be deployed
alongside the Process.

When the Task’s NuGet package is uploaded, the assembly that matches the NuGet
package’s id is scanned for static methods, each of these methods is mapped as a Task.
The parameters for the Task are the scanned from the method’s parameters, which may
be simple parameters, complex parameters, array parameters, enum parameters or a
CancellationToken. Simple parameters are .NET types which are not defined in the same
assembly as the Task method, e.g. a string, a DateTime object, or just a plain object.
They are rendered in the UI’s Task editor as a text or code expression field. Complex
parameters are meant for grouping parameters and they are classes stored in the same
assembly as the Task, and each property in the class is mapped as a sub parameter for
the Task. If the method parameter is an array, it will be an array parameter which
can contain zero or more objects of the same type. The UI’s editor allows adding or
removing sub elements to the array parameter. If the type of the parameter is an enum
type, it will be an enum parameter, which will be rendered as a dropdown in the UI. In
addition to these, the method may accept a CancellationToken as a parameter. This is
not shown in the UI in any way and it is used for signaling the Task that the execution
should be aborted. The Task may handle the cancellation in any way it chooses, e.g.
either ignoring it completely, stopping immediately or by rolling back some action it
made.

The return value of the Task method is available to be referenced by the Tasks and
elements in the Process that are executed after it. For example, if the Task returns a
list of files, these files may be referenced by a foreach shape and each file can be handled
separately. The return value will be stored in-memory for duration of the Process which
may incur heavy memory usage if the return values are large, e.g. big XML objects.

3.3.3. Triggers

Triggers specify when a Process should be executed. There are six different types of
Triggers in FRENDS4, Manual Trigger, File Trigger, Schedule Trigger, Queue Trigger,
Service Bus Trigger, and HTTP Trigger. Each of these Triggers provides variables to the
Process that they are launching. The Process may have multiple Triggers, which allows
the same Process to be used across different interfaces. Triggers may be deactivated on
a Process and Environment basis, this allows an easy way to deactivate an integration
service if needed.
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The Manual Trigger is the default Trigger for a Process, it defines a set of parameters
which can be provided to the Process when it is executed manually from the UI. For
Subprocesses the Manual Trigger specifies the parameters presented in the Process editor
view of the UI.

File Triggers can be set up to watch a folder for new files. The Trigger can be used
to watch for files matching a file mask in a single directory or the directory along with
its sub directories. It is also possible to select if the files should be batched or should
each file get its own execution. The Trigger also supports impersonating a user to gain
access the directory or files hare.

Schedule Triggers work the same way as in FRENDS Iron, described in 3.1.4, they
allow the sophisticated scheduling options for launching Processes.

Queue Triggers provide a way for Processes to be launched when a message is received
from an AMQP 1.0 message bus queue. Queue Triggers are especially useful when
designing a load balanced integration service. The queue receives messages and buffers
them while multiple FRENDS Agents are running the same Process which consumes
messages from the queue. This way each Agent gets messages from the message bus at a
rate that it can handle and the load is automatically spread to each of the Agents. Also,
the queue acts as a buffer if the Agents are offline for some reason, e.g. maintenance or
a network disruption. In addition to specifying the queue and URI to the message bus,
the Trigger allows replying successful or erroneous results to another queue in the same
message bus.

Service Bus Triggers are very similar to Queue Triggers, but instead of using AMQP,
they use the proprietary Microsoft Service Bus library to access either an Azure Service
Bus in the cloud or a Service Bus for Windows Server instance hosted somewhere,
possibly on-premises. The Service Bus Trigger provides the same benefits as the Queue
Trigger, such as the load balancing and buffering. In addition to the parameters the
Queue Trigger provides, the Service Bus Trigger has some extra options. It possible to
leave the connection string (analogous to the message bus URI) empty and the Trigger
will use same Service Bus connection as FRENDS4 uses internally. Also, it is possible to
specify if the messages are consumed immediately (as with the Queue Trigger) or only
after the Process execution has ended. The max concurrent connections parameter can
be used to limit the amount of concurrency for the Trigger.

The HTTP Trigger provides a way to launch processes with incoming HTTP requests.
The request may be received either with plain unsecure HTTP requests or with Trans-
port Layer Security (TLS) encrypted requests depending on the configuration of the
Agent. The Agent handles hosting the HTTP(S) endpoints and it can support multiple
ports. The Trigger specifies the URL path where the Process will be hosted and any
URL parameters or HTTP body for the request will passed to the Process execution.
Authentication may be required with either basic access authentication or client certifi-
cate authentication. Basic authentication validates the user name and password against
local users and client certificate authentication authenticates the provided client certifi-
cate against the Agent machine’s certificate store’s Client Authentication Issuers. The
HTTP Trigger is currently special, as it is the only one that supports the Intermediate
Return shape, with which the Trigger may return a response to the HTTP request be-
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fore the execution of the Process has fully finished. This is useful when the requester
only wants to know that the Process started successfully after some initial validation.
Canceling the request would cause the Process to cancel as well.

3.3.4. Environments

Environments specify where a version of a Process is executed, it is common to have a
development (Default), testing and production Environment. It is also possible to have
multiple production Environments, e.g. cloud production and on-premises production.
Each Environment may have different versions of a Process deployed and switching
between versions only requires a few clicks on the management UI.

Each Environment may contain one or more Agents which handle the execution of
Processes. All Agents inside the same Environment share a database for configura-
tion and execution synchronization. Having multiple Agents in the same Environment
provides redundancy and load distribution.

There is only one mandatory Environment named Default, it is always created au-
tomatically and cannot be deleted. The Default environment is meant to be used as a
development Environment, when a Process is created, modified, or imported, it is au-
tomatically deployed to the Default Environment. It is also possible to have a separate
development Environment and leave the Default Environment without any Agents.

3.3.5. Environment Variables

When Processes are deployed to Environments, there is often a need to change param-
eters, especially between different Environments. Environment Variables provide a way
to change parameters inside Processes without having to modify and rebuild them. The
names (keys) for the variables are shared between all Environments, but the variable val-
ues are specific to an Environment, so a Process may receive different parameter values in
different Environments. This is what makes deploying Processes between Environments
possible and allows for easy modification of parameters that change often.

An Environment variable always has a name, type and value. There are six different
types of Environment Variables, text, number, yes/no (boolean), list, group, and secret.
A text variable contains a simple string value, e.g. a host name or a user name. A
number variable contains an integer or floating point value, e.g. a port number. Boolean
variables contain a simple boolean value, e.g. should the connection use SSL. All three
different types of variables are needed because Task parameters are strongly typed and
using a code expression to convert a text variable to a number or boolean each time
would be tedious and prone to errors. There are two types of grouped variables, group
and list, which can contain other variables with some restrictions, such as a they cannot
contain other groups or lists and lists cannot contain secret variables. The final type of
variable is the secret which contains a text type variable, but the value is never shown
or sent to the UI. It is meant for storing passwords or other sensitive values such as
connection strings.
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3.3.6. Agents

Agents handle the actual execution of Processes, they have their own database shared
across Agents in the same Environment which contains their configuration data received
from the management UI. The Agent process is a Windows service which is installed with
a Windows Installer package. The installer for the Agent, alongside the configuration
definition (config.json), are downloaded from the management UI.

The installer handles setting up the host machine for the Agent in addition to the
installation of the files and Windows service. First, the installer adds any certificates
provided alongside the installer package to the certificate store. This makes it possible
to provide certificates for different needs, such as to be used as a server certificate or as
a client authentication provider certificate for HTTP Triggers. After this, it installs any
additional files provided alongside the installer and executes any configuration trans-
formation files that were included. This can be used to add some custom changes to
the Agent installation, such as overriding a DLL, if needed. After finishing with the
file transformations, the installer registers the designated port reservations and SSL cer-
tificates for the HTTP Triggers with the Windows’ HTTP Protocol Stack (HTTP.sys).
And finally, the database migrations are executed, if necessary, before starting the Agent
service.

Once the Agent service is running, it starts listening for configuration change messages
from the Service Bus. The configuration changes can be Process changes, Environment
Variable updates, Process Trigger activations and deactivations, and changes to the
Process logging level. In addition to configuration changes, the Agent listens for Process
start and termination requests send from the management UI. The start and terminate
requests are useful when unexpected things happen, such as a reprocessing a file that did
not get processed due to a network disruption or canceling a Process that is executing
for too long due to network congestion or other reasons.

The Agent has two databases, a Microsoft SQL Server database and a local SQLite
database. The SQL Server contains all Process configuration information, such as Pro-
cesses and their Triggers, Process logging levels, File Trigger synchronization info, Sched-
ule Trigger synchronization info, and Trigger initialization errors. The SQLite database
functions as a backing store for log messages if the network connection to the Service
Bus is down and the Agent cannot send the Process and Process step execution messages
to be processed by the Log service.

3.3.7. Monitoring rules

Process executions can be seen in the Management UI, but the information that a Process
executed might not be enough. For example, imagine a Process that reads orders from
a database and updates them to a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) service.
The Process is scheduled to execute every 10 minutes and it executes correctly, but no
new orders were updated due to the database not being updated because the service
that updates it was down. In this case, it would have been beneficial to get alert so
that the problem could be fixed quickly. This is where Monitoring Rules and Promoted
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Variables come into play.
Processes can be configured to promote values from their execution steps as Promoted

Variables. These values are stored in the log database and they can be monitored. Email
alerts may be set up that trigger if the variable values vary from their preset limits. For
example, an email alert could be sent if no new orders have been transferred in the last
hour.

3.3.8. Management UI

The Management UI is an ASP.NET website which is hosted in either on-premises
on Microsoft Internet Information Services or in the cloud on Azure Web Apps. All
configuration aspects of the integration solution are managed there. The Management
UI has 7 different sections, the Dashboard, Processes, Subprocesses, Tasks, Environment
variables, Environments and Monitoring rules.

The Dashboard provides a quick customizable view into the state of the integration
platform. It provides widgets for successful Process counts, failed Process counts, errors
and a graph of Process execution counts. Each widget can be set to follow a specific
Environment and has a customizable time window.

The Processes section provides a view into all the Processes created in FRENDS4.
All actions related to Processes are managed here, such as creating, modifying, delet-
ing, viewing executions, deploying to Environments, executing manually, exporting, im-
porting, reverting to earlier versions, and so on. Process executions are automatically
updated as they happen with notification through a SignalR connection to the website.

The Subprocesses view is for handling Subprocesses, it has most of the same features
as the Process section, but you cannot view Subprocess executions from here. Instead
the Subprocess executions can be checked by viewing a Process execution that contains
a Subprocess call activity and clicking on it.

Tasks can be added, updated, or deleted in the Tasks section. In addition to uploading
a Task NuGet package manually, Tasks NuGet packages can be searched for from the
common Task store managed by HiQ Finland. Other package stores can also be added
to the website configuration to allow searching for them. This is useful if a Continuous
Integration (CI) service is used which publishes each Task automatically when a change
has been committed.

The Environment Variables section allow the creation and deletion of new variables
in the Default Environment and updating and viewing values in the all Environments.

Environments and Agents can be created, edited and viewed in the Environments
section. Each Environment’s Agents’ statuses are shown here and it is possible to view
the active Triggers and Windows event log events on an Agent. Although the settings
for an Agent can be set here, they are not updated automatically and will require a
redeployment of the Agent through the installer which can be downloaded here.

Monitoring rules can be configured in the last section, the view allows the creation
and editing of rules and lists existing rules. User’s may view a graph history of the
elapsed values for the created rules.
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3.3.9. Log Service

The Log Service is responsible for handling all incoming messages from Agents, such
as log messages and heartbeats, and evaluating Monitoring rules. Multiple Log Service
instances can be running at the same time to increase availability and throughput.

As Process instance and Process step instance log messages arrive through the Service
Bus, the Log Service creates or updates the Process or steps statuses in the database.
When Process instance execution statuses are updated, the Log Service sends a notifica-
tion through a Service Bus topic to all Management UI websites, which each have their
on subscription on the topic. This way all browsers connected to different instances of
the website get notified of Process execution updates.

The Log Service also handles cleaning up old Process instances from the database.
By default, Process instance executions are stored for 60 days, but this can be changed
on a Process basis. In addition to removing old executions, the service is responsible for
doing index maintenance on all of the log database tables.

3.3.10. Architecture

FRENDS4 is designed to function in the Azure Cloud environment, as a fully on-premises
solution, or as a hybrid solution with some parts in the cloud and some parts on-premises.
This was done to provide flexibility according to client needs. The functional parts of
the service are split in three logical parts, the Management UI, the Log Service and
Agents as can be seen in Figure 3.9. The parts communicate with each other through
the Service Bus, which can be either hosted on-premises with Service Bus For Windows
Server or on the Azure Service Bus cloud service. The SQL Server databases can also be
hosted on a local Microsoft SQL Server or on SQL Azure in the cloud. The Management
UI can also be hosted on Azure as a Azure Web App or on an on-premises IIS. When
hosting the Management UI as an Azure Web App, the Log service can be run as a
WebJob on the same Web App, otherwise on-premises it is run as a Windows service.

As can be seen in Figure 3.9, a Large Message Store is needed to handle messages
that are too large to fit in a single Service Bus message, which has a maximum size
of 256KB including body and headers. FRENDS4’s messaging libraries automatically
offload messages larger than 200KB to the Large Message Store, which can be either a
folder or file share, or an Azure Storage blob container.
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Figure 3.9.: FRENDS4 architecture
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Chapter 4

Analysis

4.1. Methods

This section will discuss the methods that will be used to answer the research questions
presented in 1.4.

4.1.1. Comparing features in the old and new product and
evaluating benefits

The functionality and features of both FRENDS Iron 3.6 and FRENDS4 are presented
in chapter 3. Because the products have similar functionality due to their shared history,
they can be compared easily.

The comparison is done by informally comparing an aspect of both software which ac-
complishes the same type of function. The method of achieving the function is compared
alongside any possible benefits to either method.

4.1.2. Security appraisal

The security appraisal is conducted with threat modeling, which is described in 2.3.1.
Although threat modeling is usually done during the design phase of a product, it
was not done for FRENDS4, but instead industry best practices were practiced during
design and development. The threat model which is followed is the Microsoft Threat
Modeling metholodogy described by Shostack (2008), which contains four major steps:
diagramming, threat enumeration, mitigation and verification. Unmitigated threats area
evaluated with the DREAD risk assessment model. A fully cloud environment will be
assumed for this threat modeling.

First a data flow diagram of the whole system, with added trust boundaries, is created
based for the existing system architecture described in 3.3.10. Data flow diagrams are
diagrams which describe how data (input and output) flows in the system, they are
described more detail in 2.3.2. The Microsoft Threat Modeling tool 2016 is used to
create the model.
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Next comes the threat enumeration based on the data flow diagram, each element
in the diagram is compared against the STRIDE categorizations related to the type
of the element, as is seen in the section describing STRIDE (2.3.3) and the Table 2.3.
Each category is evaluated and threats related to the it are invented by approaching the
system from an attackers perspective.

After the threats have been enumerated, they will have to be addressed. Threats can
be addressed with four different types of actions, mitigating them, eliminating them,
transferring them or accepting them. Mitigation makes the threat harder to access, for
example by adding access control to an admin page. Mitigation can be handled in two
ways, using standard methods of mitigation or using a unique method of mitigation.
The preferred method of mitigation is using some standard method, such as Access
Control Lists (ACL), that is a method that is commonly used and accepted as a good
solution to the threat in question. A unique method of mitigation is something that
is tailored specifically for this case and not commonly used, and it should be avoided
because designing novel security solution is hard. Eliminating a threat may not be
possible without removing features that expose the threat, for example adding password
protection does not remove the threat of someone guessing the password and accessing
the admin page. A threat is transferred when the handling the risk is outsourced,
for example to decide that the user is responsible for keeping their password complex
enough. The last method of addressing threats is accepting them, for example the cost
of mitigating or removing a threat might be too large or the risk so negligible that it is
better to just accept the threat (Shostack, 2014).

Next the created threat model needs to be validated. Does the diagram match the
system and have the threats per element reviewed? Have all the discovered threats been
addressed? If there are threats that have not been addressed, in our case they will be
listed and each of them will assessed with DREAD, a risk assessment model described
in 2.3.4. The scale will be from zero to three and the Discoverability category is fixed
to the maximum value of three, because all of threats will be public knowledge after the
publication of this study.

Because Microsoft Threat Modeling Tool is used, it provides many of these steps
out-of-the-box. Once the data flow diagram is drawn, each element can be assigned
attributes, such as is a destination for a connection authenticated or not and the tool
will automatically add threats according to how the attributes were set. After attributes
for each element are set, the user can start going through a list of threats generated by the
software and start considering the mitigations for them. Once all threats are considered,
the software can create a report of the threat model.

4.2. Feature comparison and benefits

Although FRENDS4 has changed a lot from FRENDS Iron 3.6, they still have a lot of
common ground. In this section, we will discuss the similarities and differences on a
feature by feature basis highlighting the possible benefits or drawbacks that come along
with them.
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4.2.1. Routines vs Processes

A Routine and a Process are logically the same thing, they group together execution
elements to produce an integration process. The biggest change is probably between their
execution models, Routines are Task executions orchestrated by the execution service
according to their end states, while Processes are actual executable code launched by
the execution service. In the case of Routines, the execution service must access the
database between each executed Task in a Routine to store the result and the next
Task will only be executed on the execution service’s next loop iteration, which causes
overhead. A Process, once started, is only dependent on the actual execution, and even
the execution logging is done asynchronously without accessing the database directly.

Although their execution graphs may look similar, a tree of Task nodes, FRENDS4 has
the upper hand in its expression power. FRENDS Iron processes only support sequential
flows with the possibility of branching due to failed Task executions. FRENDS4 sup-
ports exclusive and inclusive gateways, scope or element specific error handlers, reusable
subprocesses, loops, automatic retries, code expressions, defining failure conditions in
the editor, and rich annotation possibilities.

Another new feature in Processes is the support for code expressions is parameters, for
example, if an SQL query Task expects a start and end date as parameters, they can be
created dynamically with the following code expression DateTime.Now.Date.AddDays(-
10).ToString() and DateTime.Now.Date.ToString(). The code expressions are standard
C# and are compiled in to the Process, this way they are evaluated during the execution.
In FRENDS Iron code expressions were not supported and the functionality would have
been had to be coded in to the Task or a separate Task which would create the value
would have been needed.

Processes are versioned in FRENDS4, which means that you can restore an older ver-
sion of a Process directly from the UI. It also means that you can have different versions
of the same Process running at the same time in different Environments, which makes
managing deployment, test and production environments quicker. Having different ver-
sion of Routines in different environments is also possible in FRENDS Iron because the
environments are fully separate, they do not share any data or the Management UI.
When moving a Routine from the development environment to the test environment, or
from test to production, the Task DLLs will have to be copied manually, the Routine
with its Connection Points exported from the previous environment and imported to
the new environment. As the final step, any Routine parameters or Connection Point
values that should be different in the new environment should be updated manually.

As a summary, Processes have less overhead, thus executing faster, and allow the
developer to to implement more of the Process in the management UI designer without
having to go to a separate Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to develop Pro-
cess specific Tasks. The versioning and Environment specific deployments provide an
efficient deployment workflow, which is needed in distributed integration systems.
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4.2.2. Tasks

FRENDS Iron supports Workflow Tasks and Simple Tasks, but FRENDS4 only supports
Simple Tasks. Is this a step backwards? Workflows provide a rich set of features that
could be used in the integration processes. While this is true, developing Workflows
requires separate tooling and training and introduces additional complexity to Processes.
For example, to edit Workflows for Workflow 3.5, which is the version supported by
FRENDS Iron, you would have to have a version of Visual Studio, which supports
editing WF 3.5 Workflows installed. By moving features that were provided by the
Workflows to the Process level, the functionality of the Process becomes more clear as
Workflows can have complicated functionality hidden inside them. Furthermore, the
Workflows persist to the database creating additional overhead during the execution.

Simple Tasks in FRENDS Iron and FRENDS4 are very similar, except Iron Tasks are
always objects with an Execute method and FRENDS4 Tasks are just static methods.
Parameters are passed as either the object’s public properties or as the static method’s
parameters respectively. Iron Tasks get their parameters defined as string values which
can be converted automatically to most .NET base types. FRENDS4 supports arbitrary
parameter types, which can be either used for grouping parameters for the UI or as
direct values that are passed to the Task. For example, if a previous Task (e.g. SQL
query) returns a DataTable, that can be passed directly to the next Task if it has a
parameter which accepts a DataTable. In FRENDS Iron, this would require serializing
the data, persisting it to the database, fetching it from the database, and passing it to
the Task, which would have to deserialize it, creating a large amount of overhead.

Output values are handled differently as well, FRENDS Iron Tasks communicate their
end state and output through properties, while FRENDS 4 Tasks have a return value and
if they fail, they should throw an exception. Both ways provide the same functionality,
but FRENDS4’s way is a bit more intuitive.

Thus, the main differences are that 4.3 Tasks are compiled directly to the Processes and
executed quicker, support for Workflows has been removed and functionality commonly
provided by the Workflows has been moved the Process level with better editor support.

4.2.3. Connection Points vs Environment Variables

Connection Points and Environment Variables approach the same problem, how to pro-
vide reusable changing parameters to a Processes Task. The idea with Connection Points
is to encapsulate all parameters related to a single point in the integration process. This
could, for example, be an FTP server, in which case, the Connection Point would in-
clude fields, such as, the server address, port, username, and password. The same thing
is accomplished in FRENDS4 by creating an Environment Variable group with those
same fields. The difference is that the group is Environment Specific, so the parameters
will automatically be changed when the Process is moved between Environment during
its life cycle.

Connection Points have a schema and adding a new value requires changing the
schema, uploading it to the Management UI and then updating the value. In FRENDS4
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there is no schema, so new variables can be added without additional work, making
implementing changes quicker.

In FRENDS Iron Connection Points can be included in Connection Point Groups,
which makes it easy to create a batch execution inside of a Routine. FRENDS4 sup-
ports similar functionality through Process loops and list type Environment Variables,
a Process with a loop can iterate through a list and execute all contained steps for each
value in the list.

Because FRENDS Iron was built to work side-by-side with Microsoft BizTalk, it hosts
a WCF service, which provides a way to query Connection Point data. This service
was used by BizTalk orchestrations for fetching and storing data. The service is not
implemented in FRENDS4, because it is designed to work as a more stand-alone solution.
Similar functionality can easily be implemented as a Process with a HTTP Trigger, which
would return values to the requests.

In conclusion, Environment Variables support the multi-environment nature of FRENDS4

better and streamline changing individual variables on an Environment basis, for exam-
ple, changing an FTP hosts IP address for multiple Process Tasks requires only one
change, but with Iron it would have required changing each Connection Point.

4.2.4. Schedules and web API requests vs Triggers

The logic when to execute processes has shifted from proactive to reactive between
FRENDS Iron and FRENDS4. The main method of triggering Routine executions in
Iron is by Schedules, with the option of using a general-purpose web API to start any
Routine. This means that to achieve a Routine that processes a file whenever it is added
to a directory, it would be necessary to create a polling schedule which launches the
Routine to check for the file every 10 seconds or something similar. This means that for
each execution would be logged, even though no files were found. With a FRENDS4 File
Trigger, the Process which processes the file would only be launched when there actually
is a file to process. If the process requires quick responses, the polling schedule will have
to be set to run every second, which will cause even more unnecessary executions.

The Routine web API makes it possible to request the execution of any Routine on
the execution service by knowing its name. The API may be configured to either require
Windows authentication for every request or for none. This provides a rudimentary sup-
port for starting Routines with REST requests either synchronously or asynchronously.
The API also allows the user to provide parameters that will be updated to the Tasks in
the Routine. FRENDS4 handles this by having making it possible for Processes to define
HTTP Triggers, which can be bound to specific path or protocol (HTTP/HTTPS) on
the Agent. This allows the developer more control on how and if the Process should be
launched via HTTP. Different authentication schemes are supported on a Process-by-
Process basis. And the developer can decide which parameters can be provided by the
request, preventing unexpected surprises.

Because Iron is designed to work alongside BizTalk Server, the integration solution
as a whole can take advantage of the BizTalk Receive Ports and Adapters described in
2.1.3, which work similarly to Triggers, e.g. a HTTP Receive Adapter can be used to
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receive HTTP requests, which would have their body pushed to the Message Box. After
receiving the request, BizTalk can handle it internally with an Orchestration. In this
case, the solution must be developed solely in BizTalk. As all the messages in BizTalk
server are stored in the Message Box, i.e. persisted to a database, the throughput
will not be as fast as with FRENDS4, which handles each request directly in-memory.
BizTalk Server does however provide Adapters for sources that FRENDS4 does not have
Triggers available currently, e.g. POP3, or SFTP. However these can be implemented
with polling Schedules and Tasks.

The change from Schedules, where the integration system is a more proactive compo-
nent, to the Triggers which are mostly reactive, makes many new integration scenarios
possible. The HTTP Trigger provides a very customizable open interface for Remote
Procedure Calls that many different kinds of systems can access. The Service Bus and
Queue Triggers on the other hand allow modern loadbalanced asynchronous messaging
oriented integration patterns to be used. The overall flexibility of the integration solu-
tion is increased with the use of Triggers as the amount of tools needed to support it is
decreased.

4.2.5. Environments and Agents

FRENDS Iron does not have a logical concept of Environments or Agents. To accomplish
redundant process execution services, separate FRENDS Iron installations are installed
on separate hosts and then configured to use the same database. The services and
Management UIs are designed to work side-by-side like this without actually knowing
about each other. Making changes in any of the Management UIs will make changes
to the whole system. In FRENDS4, Agents in the same environment function similarly,
they are installed separately, but connect to the same database. The Management UI
however knows about the existence of all the Environments and Agents, allowing the
management of all of them at a granular level.

To achieve separate environments FRENDS Iron is installed on separately on different
databases. This means that they function as totally separate systems that share nothing.
To allow moving Routines from environment to environment, i.e. test to production,
Routines and their elements are exported from the previous environment to the next
one. In addition to the export the Task DLLs must also be copied to the installation
directories of the execution services. FRENDS4 handles all of this automatically when
deploying a Process between environments.

Environments provide an easier way of managing the development and deployment of
processes, and the management of multi-site integration systems without the need for
additional remote login connections.

4.2.6. Management UIs

FRENDS Iron has two different UI options for managing, the MMC and Web UI, while
FRENDS4 only has the web based Management UI. The structure in both of the web
based UIs is very similar, both are divided into management pages for different types of
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elements. Because FRENDS4 has only one UI, all functionality can be managed there,
but for FRENDS Iron, management may require using the MMC in some cases and
logging into the machine running the Execution service to add Task DLLs.

FRENDS4 is designed to support multiple Environments, and thus supports managing
them all from a single UI, while Iron, with its single Environment nature, will require
switching between different UIs. This provides a more coherent management and de-
velopment UI experience, which makes self-service development more approachable, i.e.
without external experts, such as consultants.

4.2.7. Log Services

For FRENDS Iron, the Log Service was designed mostly as a non-essential service,
which can be provided custom message processors that can for example process and
store messages in a database. For FRENDS4 however, the Log Service is an essential
part of the system, which receives and stores all Process execution logs.

Iron does not need the Log Service, as the Execution Service stored all the execution
directly to the database shared by it and the UI. FRENDS4’s distributed nature, with
separate databases, requires a separate log aggregator, which in this case, is the Log
Service.

The Log Service has a bigger role in FRENDS4 due to the distributed nature of the
system, but in summary, the differences in the Log Service between Iron and FRENDS4

do not have a visible effect on the users, except for the delay from processing the exe-
cution log messages instead of writing them directly to the database.

4.2.8. Architecture

As stated before, FRENDS Iron and FRENDS4 have a lot of similarities. The same
applies to parts for their architecture, both have a Management UI, execution services
and a Log service. This, however, is where the similarities mostly end. FRENDS Iron
mostly depends on a shared database between all of its services, while FRENDS4 has
a more distributed nature with the different parts communicating through the Service
Bus.

The distributed architecture of FRENDS4 makes it possible to provide the different
deployment models. The Management UI and Log Service can be hosted separately in
a demilitarized zone (DMZ), which is an area in an organization’s network that exposes
external-facing services to an untrusted network, be it on-premises or in the cloud,
while the Agents may be located safely behind firewalls with access to more critical
systems. If outside access to an Agent is required, a new Environment can be set up in
the DMZ region, while still keeping the other Agents safe inside the internal protected
network. Because FRENDS Iron uses the shared database for everything, this same kind
of segmentation is not possible. If BizTalk is used to handle connections and executions
for FRENDS Iron, then it would have to be placed in the DMZ.

The distributed architecture provides FRENDS4 some additional robustness, for ex-
ample even if the public facing web site goes down, the Agents will continue on per-
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forming the possibly business critical aspects that they are intended to. Without being
designed to function in different locations, the hybrid cloud nature of the system would
not be possible. The data that needs to be integrated is often stored on-premises, which
makes it more convenient and safer to have the Agent there. If the other parts of the
system would be in the cloud and the agent would access a presumed shared database,
as in the case of FRENDS Iron, the connection delays would be significant and prone to
connection errors.

4.2.9. FRENDS Cobalt

The current version of FRENDS Cobalt supported by FRENDS Iron is 2.1 and by
FRENDS4 it is 3.1. There are no major changes in the functionality between 2.1 and
3.1, except that the Task implementation style has been changed to work with the new
product version. Some minor parametrization improvements have been added for 3.1.

The major difference between FRENDS Iron and FRENDS4 for Cobalt is that the
newer version does not currently support the extensibility features of Cobalt without
some questionable changes to the Task and its package. This is because of how packages
are distributed in FRENDS4, automatically as NuGet packages. To have the extension
DLLs be distributed alongside the Cobalt libraries, one would have to create a new
NuGet package for Cobalt, which has a dependency to a package containing the extension
DLL. This would mean that all extension DLLs would be deployed alongside each Cobalt
Task, even though they would not be used. Also, the changes to the actual Cobalt Task
would be required to re-enable the Custom Endpoint settings. In Iron the DLLs are
copied manually and thus the extensions may be used.

In FRENDS4 the functionality of the Cobalt extensions may be implemented with cus-
tom Tasks created specifically for that reason. This however causes additional work and
diminishes the benefit gained from having a packaged ready-made file transfer solution.

In summary, FRENDS Cobalt functions mostly the same in both Products, but
FRENDS4 does not currently support custom Endpoints or Message Processing Steps,
which would have to be implemented as separate custom Tasks.

4.2.10. BizTalk integration

FRENDS4 does not provide any BizTalk Server integration at the product level, any
connectivity with BizTalk has to be implemented with Tasks or Triggers. FRENDS Iron
on the other hand is registered as a BizTalk isolated adapter and can be used to trigger
messages to BizTalk.

FRENDS Iron installation also by default provides two Tasks to communicate with
BizTalk, BizTalk Two-way Activity and BizTalk One-way Activity. The two-way activity
waits for a response message from the BizTalk process, while the one-way is finished after
the message has been submitted to the BizTalk Server receive location.

The difference in BizTalk Server integration is clear, FRENDS Iron is designed to
work alongside BizTalk, while FRENDS4 is designed as a more stand-alone product.
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4.3. Security appraisal

The security appraisal is done by threat modeling the system in a cloud environment.
This section discusses the deliverables produced and the results gained from them.

4.3.1. Data flow diagram

The data flow diagram was composed with Microsoft Threat Modeling Tool 2016, see
Figure 4.1. The diagram is very similar to the architecture overview Figure 3.9 in section
3.3.10. The Azure AD authorization provider, which is not found in the architecture
overview, is added due to its significance to the data flow and security. Environments
and redundant Agents are also missing from the data flow diagram, because they do not
introduce any new threats to those already introduced by a single Agent. Integrated
systems are abstracted to a single external interactor and all different trigger types are
reduced to a single bi-directional data flow connection. This is done because connections
to integrated systems are always integration solution specific and the environment for
them changes beyond our control.

The diagram contains all functional actors in the FRENDS4 system and shows how
the data flows between them. Trust boundaries are placed across all connections to
signify the distributed nature of the system.

4.3.2. Threats

The finished diagram is expanded to a total of 181 threats that need to be addressed. The
whole list of threats can be found in Appendix A: Threat Modeling Report A. The report
contains all threats were generated in accordance to the data flow diagram, including
a description and the threat’s state. The state can be either Mitigation Implemented,
Not Applicable or Needs investigation. Each threat has a written justification field,
which describes why the state for the threat was chosen. Mitigation Implemented state
signifies that the threat is sufficiently mitigated and does not need additional work. The
Not Applicable state means that the threat is not applicable to the part of the system.
Needs investigation is used as a state which signifies that the threat is valid and needs
further mitigation or investigation. The priority field for threats was ignored as risk
analysis will be performed separately for unmitigated threats.

155 threats are classified as Mitigated, with many of them being mitigated by the
same justifications. Eleven threats were found to be Not applicable and 15 that need
further investigation. Each of these threats will be discussed in detail in the next section.
See Table 4.1 below for a list of threats that need to be addressed.

ID Title Justification
31 Elevation by

Changing the Ex-
ecution Flow in
Agent

If the attacker has access to the Configuration DB, she can
alter environment variables, alter triggers and add existing
processes, but she may not change the actual executed
code of the process
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60 Data Flow HTTPS
Is Potentially Inter-
rupted

If the connection to the package storage is interrupted, the
action that caused the package storage to be accessed can
be manually retried. Packages are cached locally. Retrying
for the connection should be added.

61 Data Store Inacces-
sible

If the package storage cannot be accessed the Management
UI cannot build new Processes, because it cannot get de-
pendent packages from the storage (unless they’re cached
locally) and it cannot update the new Process packages to
the Package Storage. Otherwise the UI will continue to
function normally.

71 Weak Access Con-
trol for a Resource

The access to the data store is secured with TLS and au-
thentication and authentication is used to limit access.
However, if a single Agent is breached, this means that
the Service Bus will be vulnerable because of the exposed
admin connection string. The Agent should only have lim-
ited access to the Service Bus. If the attacker has access to
the Service Bus, she may read Process configuration data.
The messages should be encrypted.

77 Elevation by
Changing the Ex-
ecution Flow in
Agent

Connection to the Service Bus is TLS encrypted and the
end point is verified with a certificate. Access to the Ser-
vice Bus is limited with authentication. If the attacker has
access to the Service Bus, she may execute processes with
altered parameters, alter environment variables, alter trig-
gers and add processes, but she may not change the actual
executed code of the process.

78 Elevation Of Privi-
lege

The connection to the Service bus is TLS encrypted and
the end point is verified with a certificate. Access to the
Service Bus is limited with authentication. If the attacker
has access to the Service Bus, she may execute processes
with some altered parameters, alter environment variables,
alter triggers and add processes, but she may not change
the actual executed code of the process.

80 Weak Access Con-
trol for a Resource

The access to the data store is secured with TLS and
authentication and authorization is used to limit access.
However, if an attacker gains access to the Service Bus,
they will be able to read all the log messages. This should
be prevented with encryption.
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85 Elevation Of Privi-
lege

The data received from the Service Bus is processed and
inserted in to the Log DB with parametrized queries and
safely deserialized JSON, there is no possibility of remote
code execution by the contents of the log data. However,
if an attacker gains access to the Service Bus, he may add
false logging data or flood the Service Bus with messages
to slow down the Log Service. This should be prevented
with encryption or signing the messages.

93 Data Store Inacces-
sible

If the Task package storage is inaccessible, new Tasks can-
not be added and new Processes cannot be built. The
Management UI will otherwise continue working normally.

94 Data Flow HTTPS
Is Potentially Inter-
rupted

The package storage actions are not retried automatically,
but they can be retried manually by rerunning the action
that was the reason for the initial call. They should be
retried automatically.

104 Data Flow Is
Potentially Inter-
rupted

The access to the package storage is not retried immedi-
ately when the connection is interrupted, but it will be
after 5 minutes as the Service Bus message which caused
the fetch is reprocessed. This only happens if the package
is not cached. The access to the package storage should
be retried automatically.

106 Agent May be Sub-
ject to Elevation of
Privilege Using Re-
mote Code Execu-
tion

Task packages loaded from the package storage are in-
tended to be executed, the packages are loaded according
to the configuration received from the Service Bus. If the
package is changed in the package storage, it will be loaded
and executed on the Agent. Packages should be verified
with a hash.

115 Cross Site Request
Forgery

CSRF was missing on the Management UI and needs to
be implemented.

141 Elevation Using
Impersonation

When using basic authentication, the Process gets the
Base64 encoded username and password, which it can use
to impersonate the user.

173 Data Store Inacces-
sible

Connections to the Configuration DB are retried, but if
the connection cannot be established, the Agent will not
be able to execute any Processes.

Table 4.1.: Threats in Needs Investigation state

4.3.3. Addressing threats

The threats listed in Table 4.1 need to be addressed because they are not adequately
mitigated by the current system. Table 4.2 lists how each of the threats is addressed.

The issue, ’Sign or encrypt Service Bus messages’ is related to the threats, 77, 78,
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Figure 4.1.: The data flow diagram for FRENDS4

80, and 85. If the Service Bus is compromised by an attacker, for example by gain-
ing knowledge of the connection string, she may execute Processes with some altered
parameters, alter Environment Variables, alter Triggers, and change deployed Process
versions, but she may not change the actual executed code of the Process. She may
also view messages in the Service Bus, such as log messages about executions. This can
be prevented by signing or preferably encrypting each message sent through the Service
Bus.

The issue ’Limit Agent Service Bus access with SAS’ was created because it was
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Threat IDs Created issue
77, 78, 80, 85 Sign or encrypt Service Bus messages

71 Limit Agent Service Bus access with SAS tokens
106 Calculate and verify hashes for Task packages
31 Calculate and verify configuration data in Agent’s configuration

DB
141 Scrub authentication header from HTTP Trigger parameter data

60, 94, 104 Retry package storage actions on connection errors
61 No issue, threat accepted
93 No issue, threat accepted
173 No issue, threat accepted
115 CSRF vulnerabilities across all actions

Table 4.2.: Threats and their resolutions, see Table 4.1 for full list of threats

recognized that currently the master Service Bus connection string is stored on the
Agents, meaning that if the if a single Agent’s machine is compromised, an attacker could
gain access to the Service Bus with administrative access. This issue was discovered while
considering threat 71 ’Weak Access Control for a Resource’. The threat was actually
looked at in an earlier version during development, but at that point the Service Bus did
not support limiting the access easily, which it does now. The issue proposes to give the
Agent a limited SAS connection string, which only has access to elements that Agent
needs to access. For example, the Agent does not require read access to the Process
logging queue, it should only write to it.

’Calculate and verify hashes for Task package’ issue is related to threat 106 ’Agent May
be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution’ with regards to the
Task package storage. If the Task package storage would be compromised, an attacker
could replace a package for a Task or a Process there with a malicious copy, which
would be executed on the Agent when executing the Process which uses the packages.
Although the Task package repository should be secure with access control, it would be
wise to have verify the Task packages on the Agent.

Threat 31 ’Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Agent’ in relation to the
Agent’s configuration database prompted for the issue ’Calculate and verify configura-
tion data in Agent’s configuration DB’. If an attacker would gain access to the configu-
ration database, they could change or add existing Processes not normally deployed on
the Agent, or modify existing ones by altering Environment Variables, Triggers or the
Process itself. Even though the attacker could not execute or inject arbitrary code, they
could cause harm to the system by changing parametrization through Environment Vari-
ables, such as the destination for file transfers. This could be prevented by having the
configuration signed for each row and this way detecting and preventing unauthorized
changes.

’Scrub authentication header from HTTP Trigger parameter data’ is an issue that
stems from the threat number 141 ’Elevation Using Impersonation’. The threat is made
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possible by the inclusion of the HTTP authentication header when using basic access
authentication. The header is a base64 encoded value of the user name and password.
This value can be trivially decoded to get the user’s login information, which may be
used by the Process to impersonate that user. This should be mitigated by removing the
authentication header from being passed to Processes and it should be replaced with a
user name field, so the Process may still know the user who invoked the HTTP Trigger.

Threats 60, 94, 104 are all related to accessing the Task package storage and the
connection being interrupted on issue ’Retry package storage actions on connection er-
rors’. The Task package storage is an Azure Blob container when the system is deployed
in the cloud. The implementation for accessing the Blob container does not currently
retry the connection when encountering transient errors, which can cause errors to be
encountered while performing NuGet package actions in different parts of the system,
such as updating Processes from the Management UI, or fetching Processes or Tasks to
the Agent. This can be fixed by adding retries to accessing the Blob container containing
the packages.

Threats 61 and 93 have the description ’Data Store Inaccessible’. They are related
to accessing the Task package Repository from the Management UI. If the Task pack-
age repository is inaccessible, the Management UI cannot create or update Processes,
because it cannot fetch the referenced Task packages and therefore it cannot push the
updated Process package to the Package Storage. The user may still save the Process
as a draft for later updating, update Environment Variables, and activate or deactivate
existing Triggers for Processes. This was judged as something that cannot be easily
mitigated, because access to the Package storage is mandatory for updating Processes
and cannot be circumvented and only affects a limited area of functionality.

Threat 173 also has the description ’Data Store Inaccessible’, but instead of the Task
Package Repository, it is related to the Agent’s configuration database. If the database
is inaccessible, the Agent cannot function at all and will restart after some connection
retries. This was left as an accepted threat, because it cannot really be mitigated,
because the database is integral to the Agent’s operation. It can be made less of a risk
by increasing the reliability of the database by adding redundancy.

Threat ’Cross Site Request Forgery’ (115) is the basis for issue ’CSRF vulnerabilities
across all actions’. Because anti-forgery tokens were not being used in any actions, an
attacker could theoretically trick a valid user to visit a site, which would then perform
a cross site request forgery attack with the user’s credentials if the user was logged in to
the Management UI. This would allow the attacker to perform actions on the UI, such
as executing or deleting Processes. The attacker would need some insider knowledge
on the deployment to execute the attack, such as Process ids. This is fixed by adding
anti-forgery tokens to all actions and verifying those tokens on all actions.

4.3.4. Validating the model

The model was validated by going through the data flow diagram with the development
team of FRENDS4. Microsoft Threat Modeling Tool handles the creation of threats and
ensures that threats are created for all elements in the diagram. After that the issues
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which were marked as Needs investigation were walked through and discussed with the
team.

It should be noted, that while making the model it can be hard to attribute a threat
to the correct STRIDE category or descrition. For example, threat 71 ’Weak Access
Control for a Resource’ has the STRIDE category I and is related to the Service Bus.
The Service Bus itself has adequate authentication and authorization, but for this case,
we assume that it has been compromised, which would cause information disclosure, but
not actually due to weak access control. However, this is not considered a problem, as
the threat is discovered due to the systematic approach provided by the model, which
is the goal.

Other threats that were hard to classify are threats 77, 78, and 106, which are related
to elevation of privilege. All of these threats assume that a connected system, which
provides configuration data for the Agent, is compromised by an attacker. The attacker
may use this to modify the execution of Processes, but this does not fit the description of
elevation of privilege as the attacker may not have had initial access not authorization
to the system, unless escalation from zero access is also considered an escalation of
privilege. But as noted in the previous paragraph, this does not affect the validity of
the results, i.e. the threats that were discovered.

4.3.5. Risk analysis for unmitigated threats

The threats in state Needs investigation listed earlier are analyzed with DREAD, with
a category scale of zero to three, see Table 4.1. Table 4.3 contains each threat’s risk
score. The score for Discoverability is set to the maximum value of three, because all
threats are known as of the publication of this thesis. The reasoning for the scores will
be discussed next.

The threat with ID 31, attacker modifies Agent configuration DB, received an average
risk score of two, which is fairly moderate. The threat received a Damage risk value of
two, because the attacker may disable or break Processes, or in the worst case, change the
Process to do something malicious, such as delete files from the destination folder instead
of the source folder by changing Environment Variable values. The threat assumes that
the attacker has gained access to the Agent’s configuration database and may edit it. By
viewing the data in the database, the attacker may deduce information about Processes,
which she can use to their advantage. This earns the threat a Reproducibility value of
two while the attacker has access to the Service Bus. The exploitability of the threat is
set to a one, because it requires the attacker to gain access to the database. Because the
access is limited to a single database and only the parametrization, the affected users is
set to two.

Interrupting the package storage connection from the UI (IDs 60 and 94), is ranked
with a fairly low risk value of 1.6. The damage potential is low, because no lasting
damage is caused, just a minor inconvenience of redoing the operation, this earns the
threat a Damage value of one. Reproducibility and Exploitability are set to a one,
interrupting the connection to the Azure storage account inside the same Azure data
center is considered extremely unlikely. Also, a Denial of Service attack against the
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ID Description D R E A D Avg
31 Attacker modifies Agent configuration DB 2 2 1 2 3 2
60 Interrupt package storage connection from the UI 1 1 1 2 3 1.6
61 No package storage connection from UI 1 1 1 3 3 1.8
71 Agent SB∗ CS∗∗ unnecessarily allowing 2 2 1 3 3 2.2

77, 78 Modify Agent config with access to SB∗ 2 2 1 2 3 2
80 Send malicious messages to Log Service 2 2 1 3 3 2.2
85 Read message from Service Bus 2 2 1 3 3 2.2
93 Cannot access package storage from the UI 1 1 1 3 3 1.8
94 Interrupt package storage connection from UI 1 1 1 2 3 1.6
104 Interrupt package storage connection from Agent 1 2 1 1 3 1.6
106 Attacker replaces libraries in package storage 3 2 1 3 3 2.4
115 CSRF vulnerability 3 2 1 2 3 2.2
141 Process receives HTTP authentication header 1 2 1 3 3 2
173 Cannot access Agent configuration DB 2 2 1 2 3 2

∗Service Bus ∗∗Connection String

Table 4.3.: DREAD risk values for all threats

storage account, which requires authentication, is unlikely. The interrupt will likely
affect some of the users for a while, earning the threat an Affected users rating of two.

Threats 61 and 93, no package storage connection from UI, are very similar to the
previous ones (60 and 94). It causes a temporary inconvenience to part of the system
and is unlikely to be exploited for the same reasons. It will however affect all the users
and Environments, and thus earns the higher Affected users rating of three.

The threat ’Agent Service Bus connection string unnecessarily allowing’, with ID 71,
is a precursor for threats 77 and 78, which are accomplished with access to the Service
Bus. Basically, if the Agent’s Service Bus connection string is revealed, it may be used
to make other attacks. This earns it a Damage rating of two, which is in line with the
other threats that it enables. The Reproducibility is set to a two because we can assume
that the connection string may be re-read if access to it is gained. The Exploitability
is evaluated as a one, as it would require access to the Agent host machine to be read.
Affected users is a three, because the Service Bus connection string is global to the whole
system.

The threats 77 and 78 assume that the attacker has gained access to the Service Bus
and may read it and send their own messages. By peeking on the messages in the Service
Bus, the attacker may gain or deduce information about Processes, which she may then
use to affect their parametrization. This earns the threat a reproducibility value of two
while the attacker has access to the Service Bus. The exploitability of the threat is set
to a one, because it requires the attacker to gain admin level information, namely the
Service Bus connection string, for example through threat 71. The Affected users value
is a three, as the Service Bus connection string can be used for all Agents.

Threats 80 and 85 also assume that the attacker has gained access to the Service
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and that she may read the Process log messages and send malicious log messages. By
reading the log messages she may gain privileged information and by sending malicious
messages, she may spread disinformation or slow down the Log service. The damage
is rated as a two as the attacker may hinder the logging side of the system and gain
privileged information depending on the logging settings for the Processes. As with the
other Service Bus related threats, the reproducibility is a two and exploitability is a one.
The whole system is affected by the Service Bus and Log Service, so affected users is set
to three.

Interrupting the package storage connection for the Agent (ID 104) might be a bit
simpler than for the Management UI, because the Agent is located in a different location.
This means that there are more ways to achieve the interruption, such as attacking the
network between the Agent and storage account. This increases the reproducibility to
two, but the exploitability will stay a one. The Affected users is only a one, because
accessing the package storage will be retried in 5 minutes when the message that caused
the accessing is reprocessed.

If the attacker has access to the package storage (ID 106), she may replace either
Processes or referenced executable libraries in the packages. This means that the attacker
can supply arbitrary code to be executed on the Agent leading to damage by covertly
leaking information or causing sabotage. This earns the threat a Damage risk value
of three, although it does not cause the collapse of the whole system. Reproducibility
is rated as a two, as the attack requires the packages to be changed before the Agent
accesses them. Exploitability is rated as a one, as the attacker would need to get
admin level connection string to the storage container, which is only available to the
Management UI. Because the package storage is shared, all Environments and Agents
are affected, and the Affected users is rated as a three.

Threat 115 ’CSRF vulnerability’ is caused by tricking a logged in user to visit a
website, an attacker may use the user’s account privileges to execute actions on the
Management UI causing significant damage. This earns the threat a Damage rating
of three. CSRF requires to the attacker to have some information about the system
and environment beforehand, such as, who to bait to the malicious website and the
Management UI address, and the internal IDs for the elements they are trying to access.
The exploit requires some basic knowledge of HTML and Javascript and it is widely
documented on the Internet. Based on these facts, the Reproducibility risk rating is set
to two and the Exploitability to one. Basically, the attack affects one user at a time, but
the abused action might have system wide effects, because of this, the Affected users
rating is set to two.

If a Process is accessed with the HTTP Trigger and basic authentication is enabled,
the Process effectively receives the username and password used to access it (ID 141).
In theory, this information could be used to impersonate the user account and gain
escalated access. The information could also be stored and used later or elsewhere
for further attacks. The Damage rating for this is rated a two, because it exposes
user’s credentials. The attack is easily reproducible when the attacker has access to the
system and is authorized can create and configure Processes. This gives the threat a
reproducibility rating of two and a exploitability rating of one, because of the required
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access. Affected users is estimated as a two, because it varies between deployments.
The last threat with ID 173, cannot access Agent configuration DB, effectively stops

an Agent from functioning. The Agent cannot receive configuration changes or start new
Processes. Because this stop the Environment and integration solution from working, it
is given a Damage rating of two. The Reproducibility of the threat varies on how the
access to the configuration DB is prevented, but we’ll assume that the attacker can re-
produce it with a rating of two. Because this attack requires access to the administrative
access to database or its host, or other administrative access, it is given an Exploitability
rating of one. Because a whole environment is affected, the Affected users rating is a
two.

4.3.6. Outcome

The threat analysis provided us with 15 threats that needed addressing. These threats
amounted to seven improvement issues for the product, which are added to the front of
the implementation queue. Some of the threats that were found are fixed by the same
issues, but three threats (61, 93, and 173) were left without issues as they were deemed
costly to mitigate with regard to their perceived threat risk.

The average risk values for the threats seem a bit high in some cases, such as the threat
31, attacker modifies Agent configuration DB, which has an average risk of 2. Converted
to the maximum scale of ten, this would be approximately a seven. This is due to the
small scale, zero to three, that is used. A larger scale would have provided more choice
in the value selection for risk categories. Many of the discovered threats require another
part of the service to be compromised and this is reflected by the Exploitability value
set to one, which could have been relatively lower with the scale of ten. Also the
Reproducibility value is commonly a two, as the attack can be reproduced with the
same tools as long as the other part of the service stays compromised, which could be
ranked lower, a five or four would be possible values.

When considering the higher than expected risk values, the value produced by the
DREAD assessment can be used as a tool when deciding which threats should be focused
on first, but with such a lower scale, it can be hard to use it at for a wider scale analysis
between products. The main benefit provided by the smaller scale is easier value choices,
i.e. it is easier to decide if something is a one or two, than if something should be a six
or seven.

4.4. Summary and future directions

FRENDS4 has developed from the single environment on-premises based FRENDS Iron
to a distributed hybrid cloud integration solution. The new Processes, with their BPMN
style process flow editor, provide the basis for efficient and flexible compiled integration
processes that can be versioned and deplyoed between environments. Tasks are dis-
tributed automatically as NuGet packages when Processes are deployed, removing the
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need for manual DLL copying. Environment Variables provide a way to allow Pro-
cess parametrization to be changed between Environments and allows making small
parametrization changes without the need to change the actual Process. Triggers pro-
vide a way to move away from the active Schedule polling loop executions, to reactive
when-needed executions. Instead of having to manage each execution service separately,
all Environments and their Agents are managed and Process executions shown in a cen-
tralized manner in the same UI. The new architecture has been desined to work in a
distributed manner, be it in the cloud or on-premises. Although FRENDS4 does not
support Cobalt extensions and BizTalk integration out-of-the-box, these can be achieved
with some custom Tasks.

The threat model for FRENDS4 revealed multiple security threats that should ad-
dressed. With the exception of one, the CSRF vulnerability, the threats were not directly
exploitable and required penetration in-depth, such as gaining access to the database or
Service Bus before being able to exploit the threat.

As a future study FRENDS4 could be compared to other cloud or hybrid integration
platforms, such as Azure’s BizTalk Services or Logic Apps, which provide similar design
tools and functionalities. The results from such a study could be used as competition
research for deciding on how to focus on new features that should be implemented in
the product or as source material for marketing, depending on the results.
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Conclusions

This study explores the development of FRENDS Iron, an on-premises integration soft-
ware, to FRENDS4, a hybrid Cloud integration system. The differences in their features
and architecture is shown and discussed. Also the security for FRENDS4 is evaluated
with threat modeling.

As is to be expected, the newer version FRENDS4 had benefits over the older FRENDS
Iron. Some of these differences can be explained with FRENDS Iron being designed to
function side-by-side with Microsoft BizTalk Server, which provided the functionality
that was missing from Iron, but now exists in FRENDS4. The use of a single product,
with a centralized management user interface for most actions, for the integration system
provides a nicer user experience with less switching between tools to accomplish the same
functions.

The distributed nature of FRENDS4 provides a base for a flexible integration sys-
tem with multiple environments in different locations all manageable from a centralized
management UI.

The threat modeling is performed with the Microsoft Threat Modeling methodology,
which in the case of this study caused the discovery of a number of unmitigated threats.
These threats vary in severity and exploitability, which are assessed with the DREAD
risk assessment model.

The Microsoft Threat Modeling is performed with the help of the Microsoft Threat
Modeling Tool, which is found to be quite useful for the task as it provides the data
flow diagram drawing functionality and generation of STRIDE classified threats. The
Microsoft Threat Modeling methodology is easy to follow and implement and produces
results. The results were added as issues for FRENDS4, which will be implemented
promptly.

Although the threat modeling provided a good amount of results, the classifications
were not always clear cut. Also the scale for the DREAD risk assessment could have
been larges, as the average assessed risks seemed higher than expected. This is mostly
due to the expected Damage, Reproducibility and Affected Users getting the second
largest value, while the Discoverability was fixed to the maximum value. A larger scale
or leaving the Discoverability out of the average, would have helped to provide a more
expected average value for the risks.
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5. Conclusions

Fifteen threats were discovered with an average risk value of 1.97 and a standard
deviation of 0.26 on the value scale from zero to three. Based on these 15 threats, seven
development issues were created to mitigate the threats, while three threats were judged
as accepted threats that would too costly to mitigate.
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Threat Modeling Report
Created on 3.2.2017 10:12:43

Threat Model Name: FRENDS4 threat model

Owner: Erkka Honkavaara

Reviewer:

Contributors:

Description:

Assumptions: Made with the assumption of a cloud environment

External Dependencies:

Threat Model Summary:

Not Started 0
Not Applicable 11
Needs Investigation 15
Mitigation Implemented 155
Total 181
Total Migrated 0

Diagram: Configuration data



Configuration data Diagram Summary:

Not Started 0
Not Applicable 11
Needs Investigation 15
Mitigation Implemented 155
Total 181
Total Migrated 0

Threat﴾s﴿ Not Associated With an Interaction:

1. Spoofing of Destination Data Store Task package storage   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 



Category: Spoofing
Description: Task package storage may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to data being written to the attacker's target 

instead of Task package storage. Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the destination data 
store.

Justification: Connections to the Task package storage are TLS encrypted and the host is verified with a certificate

2. The Task package storage Data Store Could Be Corrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: Data flowing across HTTPS may be tampered with by an attacker. This may lead to corruption of Task package storage. 

Ensure the integrity of the data flow to the data store.
Justification: Connections to the Task package storage are TLS encrypted and require authentication and authorization

3. Data Store Denies Task package storage Potentially Writing Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Task package storage claims that it did not write data received from an entity on the other side of the trust boundary. 

Consider using logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Access errors to the Task package storage are logged

4. Potential Excessive Resource Consumption for Agent or Task package storage   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Does Agent or Task package storage take explicit steps to control resource consumption? Resource consumption attacks 

can be hard to deal with, and there are times that it makes sense to let the OS do the job. Be careful that your resource 
requests don't deadlock, and that they do timeout.

Justification: Fetched packages are cached locally so the Agent should not consume resources excessively

Interaction: Get auth token

5. External Entity Authorization Provider Potentially Denies Receiving Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Azure AD authorization provider claims that it did not receive data from a process on the other side of the trust boundary. 

Consider using logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Azure AD provides a sign in log that can be used to verify the claim

6. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: Beyond our control on the user&#39;s network or the Azure network, user can retry the login procedure. Everything else 

continues functioning normally



Interaction: Get data

7. Spoofing of Source Data Store Log DB   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Log DB may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to incorrect data delivered to Management UI. Consider using a 

standard authentication mechanism to identify the source data store.
Justification: Both the Log DB and the Management UI are inside the same Microsoft Azure data center and the DB uses SSL with a 

signed certificate to verify identity

8. Weak Access Control for a Resource   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Improper data protection of Log DB can allow an attacker to read information not intended for disclosure. Review 

authorization settings.
Justification: The access to the data store is secured with TLS and authentication and authorization is used to limit access. Firewall 

further limits access

9. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: Each Azure SQL database has three replicas on separate hardware to minimize downtime. If access is however prevented, 

the management website will stop functioning for the duration of the downtime. A backup or copy may be created if 
necessary and change the Management UI to use it instead.

10. Data Flow TLS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: Log DB and Management UI are inside the same data center, external influence is unlikely, redundant replicas of the DB 

lessen the chance of problems

11. Potential Process Crash or Stop for Web Server   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Management UI crashes, halts, stops or runs slowly; in all cases violating an availability metric.
Justification: The website is farmed and its performance is monitored. Crashes cause an automatic restart and the web site is redundant

12. Potential Data Repudiation by Web Server   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Management UI claims that it did not receive data from a source outside the trust boundary. Consider using logging or 

auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Not an issue, if the Management UI logs an error that it could not access the database. Then it will require further 



investigation, but the management UI is considered trustworthy.

13. Web Server May be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority:
High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Log DB may be able to remotely execute code for Management UI.
Justification: Data from the log db is only displayed, it does not affect the exeuction flow of the management UI

14. Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Web Server   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: An attacker may pass data into Management UI in order to change the flow of program execution within Management UI 

to the attacker's choosing.
Justification: Data from the log db is only displayed, it does not affect the flow of the management UI

Interaction: Get data

15. Spoofing of Source Data Store Configuration DB   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Configuration DB may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to incorrect data delivered to Management UI. 

Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the source data store.
Justification: Both the Configuration DB and the Management UI are inside the same Microsoft Azure data center and the DB uses SSL 

with a signed certificate to verify identity

16. Weak Access Control for a Resource   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Improper data protection of Configuration DB can allow an attacker to read information not intended for disclosure. 

Review authorization settings.
Justification: The access to the data store is secured with TLS and authentication and authorization is used to limit access. Firewall 

further limits access

17. Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Web Server   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: An attacker may pass data into Management UI in order to change the flow of program execution within Management UI 

to the attacker's choosing.
Justification: Management UI only runs with the user account it has been specified, no additional access can be acquired that would 

not be already granted by access to the Configuration DB

18. Web Server May be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority:
High] 



Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Configuration DB may be able to remotely execute code for Management UI.
Justification: Results returned from the Configuration DB are not executed and are just data. JSON data is not evaled.

19. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: Each Azure SQL database has three replicas on separate hardware to minimize downtime. If access is however prevented, 

the management website will stop functioning for the duration of the downtime. A backup or copy may be created if 
necessary and change the Management UI to use it instead.

20. Data Flow TLS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: Configuration DB and Management UI are inside the same data center, external influence is unlikely, redundant replicas of 

the DB lessen the chance of problems

21. Potential Process Crash or Stop for Web Server   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Management UI crashes, halts, stops or runs slowly; in all cases violating an availability metric.
Justification: The management UI performance is monitored and either the service or database can be scaled if necessary. The web site 

is redundant and automatically restarts if a crash is encountered.

22. Potential Data Repudiation by Web Server   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Management UI claims that it did not receive data from a source outside the trust boundary. Consider using logging or 

auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Not an issue, if the Management UI logs an error that it could not access the database. Then it will require further 

investigation, but the management UI is considered trustworthy.

Interaction: Get data

23. Spoofing of Source Data Store SQL Database   [State: Not Applicable]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Configuration DB may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to incorrect data delivered to Agent. Consider using a 

standard authentication mechanism to identify the source data store.
Justification: The agent&#39;s configuration DB is managed by the local DB admin and they need to secure the environment with a 

secure connection string.  If in the cloud, SQL Azure is used, which means that the connection will be TLS secured and 
verified with a certificate and authentication will be required.



24. Weak Access Control for a Resource   [State: Not Applicable]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Improper data protection of Configuration DB can allow an attacker to read information not intended for disclosure. 

Review authorization settings.
Justification: The access to the agent&#39;s configuration DB is managed by a local DB admin who handles the access configuration, 

integrated authentication should be used, the agent&#39;s user has limited access to the database.  If in the cloud, SQL 
Azure is used, which means that the connection will be TLS secured and authentication will be required.

25. Spoofing the Agent Process   [State: Not Applicable]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Agent may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to information disclosure by Configuration DB. Consider using a 

standard authentication mechanism to identify the destination process.
Justification: The agent&#39;s configuration DB is managed by the local DB admin and they need to secure the environment with a 

secure connection string using for example Integrated authentication or other authentication scheme, which is the default 
case. If in the cloud, SQL Azure is used, which means that the connection will be TLS secured and authentication will be 
required.

26. Potential Data Repudiation by Agent   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Agent claims that it did not receive data from a source outside the trust boundary. Consider using logging or auditing to 

record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Errors accessing the agent&#39;s configuration DB are logged

27. Potential Process Crash or Stop for Agent   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Agent crashes, halts, stops or runs slowly; in all cases violating an availability metric.
Justification: The Agent service is set up to restart if it crashes, it sends operation metrics such as cpu usage and a heart beat, so the 

Management UI can show its state

28. Data Flow Get data Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: Connections to the Configuration DB are retried and logged

29. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: Connections to the Configuration DB are retried, but if the connection cannot be established, the Agent will not be able to 

execute any Processes

30. Agent May be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Configuration DB may be able to remotely execute code for Agent.
Justification: The Agent&#39;s configuration DB does not contain executable code for the agent, only configuration data which is used 

to load up Processes, which are loaded from a different data store

31. Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Agent   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege



Category:
Description: An attacker may pass data into Agent in order to change the flow of program execution within Agent to the attacker's 

choosing.
Justification: If the attacker has access to the Configuration DB, alter environment variables, alter triggers and add existing processes, 

but she may not change the actual executed code of the process

Interaction: Get log data

32. Spoofing of Source Data Store Log DB   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Log DB may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to incorrect data delivered to Log Service. Consider using a 

standard authentication mechanism to identify the source data store.
Justification: The connection to the database is TLS protected and verified with a certificate

33. Potential Data Repudiation by Log Service   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Log Service claims that it did not receive data from a source outside the trust boundary. Consider using logging or 

auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Not an issue, if the Log Service logs an error that it could not access the database. Then it will require further investigation, 

but the Log Service I is considered trustworthy.

34. Weak Access Control for a Resource   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Improper data protection of Log DB can allow an attacker to read information not intended for disclosure. Review 

authorization settings.
Justification: The access to the data store is secured with TLS and authentication and authorization is used to limit access. Firewall 

further limits access

35. Potential Process Crash or Stop for Log Service   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Log Service crashes, halts, stops or runs slowly; in all cases violating an availability metric.
Justification: The Log service restarts automatically when it crashes and it is redundant, when the log service is down, the other parts of 

the system continue functioning and the logs are buffered in the Service Bus

36. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: Log DB and Log Service are inside the same data center, external influence is unlikely, redundant replicas of the DB lessen 



the chance of problems

37. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: Each Azure SQL database has three replicas on separate hardware to minimize downtime. If access is however prevented, 

the management website will stop functioning for the duration of the downtime. A backup or copy may be created if 
necessary and change the Management UI to use it instead.

38. Log Service May be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority:
High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Log DB may be able to remotely execute code for Log Service.
Justification: Data from the log DB is only used while updating the log data, it does not affect the program flow

39. Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Log Service   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: An attacker may pass data into Log Service in order to change the flow of program execution within Log Service to the 

attacker's choosing.
Justification: Data from the log DB is only used while updating the log data, it does not affect the program flow

40. JavaScript Object Notation Processing   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: If a dataflow contains JSON, JSON processing and hijacking threats may be exploited.
Justification: JSON is parsed with a JSON library that does not execute any non JSON javascript. 

Interaction: HTTPS



41. Authorization Bypass   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Can you access Service bus  and bypass the permissions for the object? For example by editing the files directly with a hex 

editor, or reaching it via filesharing? Ensure that your program is the only one that can access the data, and that all other 
subjects have to use your interface.

Justification: Access to the service bus is secured with a connection string, Azure handles the actual physical security and we have to 
trust that

42. Spoofing of Destination Data Store Service bus   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Service bus  may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to data being written to the attacker's target instead of 

Service bus . Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the destination data store.
Justification: The connection to the service bus is TLS protected and verified with a certificate

43. Potential Excessive Resource Consumption for Management UI or Service bus   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Does Management UI or Service bus  take explicit steps to control resource consumption? Resource consumption attacks 

can be hard to deal with, and there are times that it makes sense to let the OS do the job. Be careful that your resource 
requests don't deadlock, and that they do timeout.

Justification: Service Bus requests do not deadlock and they support a high level of concurrency, much more than the Management UI 
should produce

44. The Service bus Data Store Could Be Corrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: Data flowing across HTTPS may be tampered with by an attacker. This may lead to corruption of Service bus . Ensure the 

integrity of the data flow to the data store.
Justification: Connection is TLS encrypted and the host is verified.

45. Data Store Denies Service bus Potentially Writing Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Service bus  claims that it did not write data received from an entity on the other side of the trust boundary. Consider 

using logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Any errors while persisting information to the Service bus are logged and discrepancies between the expected and current 

agent configuration are shown in the UI

46. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: If the connection to the Service Bus is interrupted, the Management UI will retry the connection, but if the connection 

cannot be established, the User will be notified and normal function will continue after the Service Bus is functioning again

47. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: If the connection to the Service Bus is interrupted, the Management UI will retry the connection, but if the connection 

cannot be established, the User will be notified and normal function will continue after the Service Bus is functioning again

Interaction: HTTPS



48. Spoofing of Source Data Store Service bus   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Service bus  may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to incorrect data delivered to Management UI. Consider 

using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the source data store.
Justification: The connection to the service bus is TLS protected and verified with a certificate

49. Weak Access Control for a Resource   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Improper data protection of Service bus  can allow an attacker to read information not intended for disclosure. Review 

authorization settings.
Justification: The access to the data store is secured with TLS and authentication and authorization is used to limit access. No privileged 

information is contained in the messages to the Management UI.

50. Potential Data Repudiation by Management UI   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Management UI claims that it did not receive data from a source outside the trust boundary. Consider using logging or 

auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Any errors while persisting information from the Service bus are logged and the management UI does not receive any 

important information from the Service Bus, only notifications that it should update process execution counts for the users 
viewing the Routine list

51. Potential Process Crash or Stop for Management UI   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Management UI crashes, halts, stops or runs slowly; in all cases violating an availability metric.
Justification: The Management UI is set to automatically restart if crashed and it is redundant, so another instance will continue 

functioning if one crashes. The response times are monitored.

52. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 



Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: If the connection to the Service Bus is interrupted, the Management UI will retry the connection, but if the connection 

cannot be established, new Process notifications will no longer arrive and the Process counts will not automatically be 
updated. This is only a minor inconvenience

53. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: If the connection to the Service Bus is interrupted, the Management UI will retry the connection, but if the connection 

cannot be established, new Process notifications will no longer arrive and the Process counts will not automatically be 
updated. This is only a minor inconvenience

54. Management UI May be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority:
High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Service bus  may be able to remotely execute code for Management UI.
Justification: The management UI only receives notifications from the Service Bus which trigger a data refresh. There is no chance of 

remote execution. Notifications are read in batches and the updates are throttled, so no problem should occur.

55. Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Management UI   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: An attacker may pass data into Management UI in order to change the flow of program execution within Management UI 

to the attacker's choosing.
Justification: The management UI only receives notifications from the Service Bus which trigger a data refresh. There is no chance of 

remote execution

Interaction: HTTPS



56. Spoofing of Source Data Store Task package storage   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Task package storage may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to incorrect data delivered to Management UI. 

Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the source data store.
Justification: Connections to the Task package storage are TLS encrypted and the host is verified with a certificate

57. Potential Data Repudiation by Management UI   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Management UI claims that it did not receive data from a source outside the trust boundary. Consider using logging or 

auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Access errors to the Task package storage are logged

58. Weak Access Control for a Resource   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Improper data protection of Task package storage can allow an attacker to read information not intended for disclosure. 

Review authorization settings.
Justification: Access to the Task package storage is protected with authentication and authorization preventing unallowed access

59. Potential Process Crash or Stop for Management UI   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Management UI crashes, halts, stops or runs slowly; in all cases violating an availability metric.
Justification: The Management UI is a redundant website which restarts automatically and is monitored

60. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: If the connection to the package storage is interrupted, the action that caused the package storage to be accessed can be 

manually retried. Packages are cached locally. Retrying for the connection should be added.

61. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: If the package storage cannot be accessed the Management UI cannot build new Processes because it cannot get 

dependent packages from the storage ﴾unless theyre cached locally﴿ and it cannot update the new Process packages to 
the Package Storage. Otherwise the Management UI will continue to function normally.

62. Management UI May be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority:
High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Task package storage may be able to remotely execute code for Management UI.
Justification: Loaded task packages are only used as references while compiling Processes, they cannot cause remote code executions 

in the Management UI

63. Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Management UI   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: An attacker may pass data into Management UI in order to change the flow of program execution within Management UI 

to the attacker's choosing.



Justification: Loaded task packages are only used as references while compiling Processes, they cannot change the execution flow in 
the Management UI

Interaction: HTTPS

64. Spoofing of Destination Data Store Service bus   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Service bus  may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to data being written to the attacker's target instead of 

Service bus . Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the destination data store.
Justification: The connection to the service bus is TLS protected and verified with a certificate

65. Potential Excessive Resource Consumption for Log Service or Service bus   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Does Log Service or Service bus  take explicit steps to control resource consumption? Resource consumption attacks can 

be hard to deal with, and there are times that it makes sense to let the OS do the job. Be careful that your resource 
requests don't deadlock, and that they do timeout.

Justification: The Log service uses the Service Bus to send notifications to the Management UI, sending the notifications is a very light 
weight operation compared to processing the actual log messages

66. Spoofing the Log Service Process   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Log Service may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to unauthorized access to Service bus . Consider using a 

standard authentication mechanism to identify the source process.
Justification: The connection to the database is TLS protected and secured with a secret token

67. The Service bus Data Store Could Be Corrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: Data flowing across HTTPS may be tampered with by an attacker. This may lead to corruption of Service bus . Ensure the 

integrity of the data flow to the data store.
Justification: Connection is TLS encrypted and the host is verified.

68. Data Store Denies Service bus Potentially Writing Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Service bus  claims that it did not write data received from an entity on the other side of the trust boundary. Consider 

using logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.



Justification: Any errors while persisting information to the Service bus are logged

69. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: If the connection to the Service Bus is interrupted, the Log Service will retry the connection, but if the connection cannot 

be established, new Process notifications will no longer be sent and the Process counts will not automatically be updated 
on the Management UI. This is only a minor inconvenience

70. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: If the connection to the Service Bus is interrupted, the Log Service will retry the connection, but if the connection cannot 

be established, new Process notifications will no longer be sent and the Process counts will not automatically be updated 
on the Management UI. This is only a minor inconvenience

Interaction: HTTPS

71. Weak Access Control for a Resource   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Improper data protection of Service bus  can allow an attacker to read information not intended for disclosure. Review 

authorization settings.
Justification: The access to the data store is secured with TLS and authentication and authentication is used to limit access. However if a 

single Agent is breached, this means that the Service Bus will be vulnerable because of the exposed admin connection 
string. The Agent should only have limited access to the Service Bus. If the attacker has access to the Service Bus, she may 
read Process configuration data. The messages should be encrypted

72. Spoofing of Source Data Store Service bus   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Service bus  may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to incorrect data delivered to Agent. Consider using a 

standard authentication mechanism to identify the source data store.
Justification: The connection to the service bus is TLS protected and verified with a certificate

73. Potential Data Repudiation by Agent   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Agent claims that it did not receive data from a source outside the trust boundary. Consider using logging or auditing to 



record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Any errors while persisting information from the Service bus are logged

74. Potential Process Crash or Stop for Agent   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Agent crashes, halts, stops or runs slowly; in all cases violating an availability metric.
Justification: The Agent service is set up to restart if it crashes, it sends operation metrics such as cpu usage and a heart beat, so the 

Management UI can show its state

75. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: If the connection to the Service Bus is interrupted, the Agent will continue functioning with the its old configuration and 

resume normal function when the connection is restored.

76. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: If the connection to the Service Bus is interrupted, the Agent will continue functioning with the its old configuration and 

resume normal function when the connection is restored.

77. Agent May be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Service bus  may be able to remotely execute code for Agent.
Justification: The connection to the Service bus is TLS encrypted and the end point is verified with a certificate. Access to the Service 

Bus is limited with authentication. If the attacker has access to the Service Bus, she may execute processes with some 
altered parameters, alter environment variables, alter triggers and add processes, but she may not change the actual 
executed code of the process

78. Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Agent   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: An attacker may pass data into Agent in order to change the flow of program execution within Agent to the attacker's 

choosing.
Justification: The connection to the Service bus is TLS encrypted and the end point is verified with a certificate. Access to the Service 

Bus is limited with authentication. If the attacker has access to the Service Bus, she may execute processes with some 
altered parameters, alter environment variables, alter triggers and add processes, but she may not change the actual 
executed code of the process

Interaction: HTTPS



79. Spoofing of Source Data Store Service bus   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Service bus  may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to incorrect data delivered to Log Service. Consider using a 

standard authentication mechanism to identify the source data store.
Justification: The connection to the service bus is TLS protected and verified with a certificate

80. Weak Access Control for a Resource   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Improper data protection of Service bus  can allow an attacker to read information not intended for disclosure. Review 

authorization settings.
Justification: The access to the data store is secured with TLS and authentication and authorization is used to limit access. However, if 

an attacker gains access to the Service Bus, they will be able to read all the log messages. This should be prevented with 
encryption.

81. Potential Data Repudiation by Log Service   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Log Service claims that it did not receive data from a source outside the trust boundary. Consider using logging or 

auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Any errors while persisting information received from the Service bus are logged

82. Potential Process Crash or Stop for Log Service   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Log Service crashes, halts, stops or runs slowly; in all cases violating an availability metric.
Justification: If the Log Service crashes, it will automatically restart. It is also redundant. All log messages are buffered in the Service Bus 

during down time

83. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: If the Log Service cannot access the Service Bus, it cannot Process new Process executions and it will wait until the 

connection is re‐established and then continue functioning normally

84. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.



Justification: If the Log Service cannot access the Service Bus, it cannot Process new Process executions and it will wait until the 
connection is re‐established and then continue functioning normally

85. Log Service May be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Service bus  may be able to remotely execute code for Log Service.
Justification: The data received from the the Service Bus is processed and inserted in to the Log DB with parametrized queries and 

safely deserialized JSON, there is no possibility of remote code execution. However, if an attacker gains access to the 
Service Bus, he may add false logging data or flood the Service Bus with messages to slow down the Log Service. This 
should be prevented with encryption or signing the messages.

86. Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Log Service   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: An attacker may pass data into Log Service in order to change the flow of program execution within Log Service to the 

attacker's choosing.
Justification: The data received from the the Service Bus is processed and inserted in to the Log DB with parametrized queries and 

safely deserialized JSON, there is no possibility of remote code execution.

Interaction: HTTPS

87. Spoofing of Destination Data Store Service bus   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Service bus  may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to data being written to the attacker's target instead of 

Service bus . Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the destination data store.
Justification: The connection to the service bus is TLS protected and verified with a certificate

88. Potential Excessive Resource Consumption for Agent or Service bus   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Does Agent or Service bus  take explicit steps to control resource consumption? Resource consumption attacks can be 

hard to deal with, and there are times that it makes sense to let the OS do the job. Be careful that your resource requests 
don't deadlock, and that they do timeout.

Justification: The agent may push a lot of messages to the Service Bus when there are a lot of executing processes, sending the 
messages is in three tiers, first in memory, then they&#39;re flushed to the service bus, if that fails, they&#39;re stored in 
the Process log db to be later pushed to the Service Bus. This prevents log messages from being lost

89. The Service bus Data Store Could Be Corrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering



Description: Data flowing across HTTPS may be tampered with by an attacker. This may lead to corruption of Service bus . Ensure the 
integrity of the data flow to the data store.

Justification: Connection is TLS encrypted and the host is verified.

90. Data Store Denies Service bus Potentially Writing Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Service bus  claims that it did not write data received from an entity on the other side of the trust boundary. Consider 

using logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Any errors while persisting information to the Service bus are logged

91. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: If the connection to the Service Bus is interrupted, the Agent will continue functioning with the its old configuration and 

resume normal function when the connection is restored.

92. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: If the connection to the Service Bus is interrupted, the Agent will continue functioning with the its old configuration and 

resume normal function when the connection is restored.

Interaction: HTTPS

93. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.



Justification: If the Task package storage is inaccessible, new Tasks cannot be added and new Processes cannot be built. The 
Management UI will otherwise continue working normally.

94. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: The package storage actions are not retried automatically, but they can be retried manually by rerunning the action that 

was the reason for the initial call. They should be retried automatically.

95. Potential Excessive Resource Consumption for Management UI or Task package storage   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority:
High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Does Management UI or Task package storage take explicit steps to control resource consumption? Resource 

consumption attacks can be hard to deal with, and there are times that it makes sense to let the OS do the job. Be careful 
that your resource requests don't deadlock, and that they do timeout.

Justification: Management UI access requires authentication and authorization which prevents malevolent users access and to cause 
resource consumption attacks. The machine and IIS hosting the web site are kept up to date with recent updates by 
Microsoft. The web site is redundant and load balanced.

96. Authorization Bypass   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Can you access Task package storage and bypass the permissions for the object? For example by editing the files directly 

with a hex editor, or reaching it via filesharing? Ensure that your program is the only one that can access the data, and that 
all other subjects have to use your interface.

Justification: Authorization cannot be bypassed and physical security is handler by Microsoft Azure

97. Data Store Denies Task package storage Potentially Writing Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Task package storage claims that it did not write data received from an entity on the other side of the trust boundary. 

Consider using logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Access errors to the Task package storage are logged

98. The Task package storage Data Store Could Be Corrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: Data flowing across HTTPS may be tampered with by an attacker. This may lead to corruption of Task package storage. 

Ensure the integrity of the data flow to the data store.
Justification: Connections to the Task package storage are TLS encrypted and require authentication and authorization

99. Spoofing of Destination Data Store Task package storage   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Task package storage may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to data being written to the attacker's target 

instead of Task package storage. Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the destination data 
store.

Justification: Connections to the Task package storage are TLS encrypted and the host is verified with a certificate

Interaction: HTTPS



100. Spoofing of Source Data Store Task package storage   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Task package storage may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to incorrect data delivered to Agent. Consider 

using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the source data store.
Justification: Connections to the Task package storage are TLS encrypted and the host is verified with a certificate

101. Potential Data Repudiation by Agent   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Agent claims that it did not receive data from a source outside the trust boundary. Consider using logging or auditing to 

record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Access errors to the Task package storage are logged

102. Weak Access Control for a Resource   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Improper data protection of Task package storage can allow an attacker to read information not intended for disclosure. 

Review authorization settings.
Justification: Access to the Task package storage is protected with authentication and authorization preventing unallowed access. The 

Agent only has read access to the package storage

103. Potential Process Crash or Stop for Agent   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Agent crashes, halts, stops or runs slowly; in all cases violating an availability metric.
Justification: The Agent service is restarted automatically and then continues to function normally. The crash is reported to the 

Management UI

104. Data Flow Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: The access to the package storage is not retried immediately when the connection is interrupted, but after 5 minutes as 

the Service Bus message which caused the fetch is reprocessed. This only happens if the package is not cached. The 
access to the package storage should be retried automatically.

105. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.



Justification: If the package store cannot be connected to, the Agent cannot download new Tasks, but will otherwise continue to 
function normally. This only happens if the package is not cached.

106. Agent May be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Task package storage may be able to remotely execute code for Agent.
Justification: Task packages loaded from the package storage are intended to be executed, the packages are loaded according to the 

configuration received from the Service Bus. If the package is changed in the package storage, it will be loaded and 
executed on the Agent. Packages should be verified with a hash.

107. Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Agent   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: An attacker may pass data into Agent in order to change the flow of program execution within Agent to the attacker's 

choosing.
Justification: Loaded task packages are only used as references while compiling Processes, they cannot cause remote code executions 

in the Management UI. In addition they are executed in their own app domains to prevent access to the main service 
process

Interaction: HTTPS request

108. Spoofing the Human User External Entity   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Human User may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to unauthorized access to Management UI. Consider using 

a standard authentication mechanism to identify the external entity.
Justification: Claims based authentication and TLS is used to prevent spoofing users

109. Elevation Using Impersonation   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Management UI may be able to impersonate the context of Human User in order to gain additional privilege.
Justification: Management UI does not use impersonation at any point

110. Potential Data Repudiation by Web Server   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Management UI claims that it did not receive data from a source outside the trust boundary. Consider using logging or 

auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: All requests are logged on the web server on request level and edit actions log the user that did the change

111. Potential Process Crash or Stop for Web Server   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Management UI crashes, halts, stops or runs slowly; in all cases violating an availability metric.
Justification: The website is farmed and its performance is monitored. Crashes cause an automatic restart and the web site is redundant



112. Data Flow HTTPS request Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: If the connection to the Management UI is interrupted, the user may retry the action she was doing. The Management UI 

validates the user&#39;s actions to prevent harm.

113. Web Server May be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority:
High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Human User may be able to remotely execute code for Management UI.
Justification: Users are authenticated, authorized and their input is validated. The server OS and IIS are kept up to date with security 

updates. Task DLLs provided by users are are never executed on the management UI, they are only scanned/reflected with 
Mono.Cecil and used as references for code compiled with .NET Roslyn without executing the code.

114. Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Web Server   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: An attacker may pass data into Management UI in order to change the flow of program execution within Management UI 

to the attacker's choosing.
Justification: Users are authenticated, authorized and their input is validated. The server OS and IIS are kept up to date with security 

updates. Task DLLs provided by users are are never executed on the management UI, they are only scanned/reflected with 
Mono.Cecil and used as references for code compiled with .NET Roslyn without executing the code.

115. Cross Site Request Forgery   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Cross‐site request forgery ﴾CSRF or XSRF﴿ is a type of attack in which an attacker forces a user's browser to make a forged 

request to a vulnerable site by exploiting an existing trust relationship between the browser and the vulnerable web site.  
In a simple scenario, a user is logged in to web site A using a cookie as a credential.  The other browses to web site B.  
Web site B returns a page with a hidden form that posts to web site A.  Since the browser will carry the user's cookie to 
web site A, web site B now can take any action on web site A, for example, adding an admin to an account.  The attack 
can be used to exploit any requests that the browser automatically authenticates, e.g. by session cookie, integrated 
authentication, IP whitelisting, …  The attack can be carried out in many ways such as by luring the victim to a site under 
control of the attacker, getting the user to click a link in a phishing email, or hacking a reputable web site that the victim 
will visit. The issue can only be resolved on the server side by requiring that all authenticated state‐changing requests 
include an additional piece of secret payload ﴾canary or CSRF token﴿ which is known only to the legitimate web site and 
the browser and which is protected in transit through SSL/TLS. See the Forgery Protection property on the flow stencil for 
a list of mitigations.

Justification: CSRF was missing and needs to be added

Interaction: HTTPS response

116. Spoofing of the Human User External Destination Entity   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing



Description: Human User may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to data being sent to the attacker's target instead of 
Human User. Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the external entity.

Justification: Standard claims authentication is used with Micrososft Azure Active Directory Federation Services and connections are 
secured with SSL

117. External Entity Human User Potentially Denies Receiving Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Human User claims that it did not receive data from a process on the other side of the trust boundary. Consider using 

logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: HTTP requests and errors are logged so made requests and errors can be seen. Beyond that, there should be no issues 

that require urgent action

118. Data Flow HTTPS response Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: If the connection to the Management UI is interrupted, the user may retry the action she was doing. The Management UI 

validates the user&#39;s actions to prevent harm.

Interaction: Process log data

119. Spoofing of Destination Data Store SQL Database   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Process log db may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to data being written to the attacker's target instead of 

Process log db. Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the destination data store.
Justification: The process log DB is a local SQLite file DB, which is stored inside an ACL protected directory on the same machine using 

the service user&#39;s login

120. Potential SQL Injection Vulnerability for SQL Database   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: SQL injection is an attack in which malicious code is inserted into strings that are later passed to an instance of SQL Server 

for parsing and execution. Any procedure that constructs SQL statements should be reviewed for injection vulnerabilities 
because SQL Server will execute all syntactically valid queries that it receives. Even parameterized data can be 
manipulated by a skilled and determined attacker.

Justification: The process log DB is accessed with Dapper with parametrized queries, so SQL injections are prevented.

121. Potential Excessive Resource Consumption for Agent or SQL Database   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Does Agent or Process log db take explicit steps to control resource consumption? Resource consumption attacks can be 

hard to deal with, and there are times that it makes sense to let the OS do the job. Be careful that your resource requests 
don't deadlock, and that they do timeout.

Justification: Agents throttle Process executions if they are under heavy load, this prevents the Agent from bogging up



122. The Process log db Data Store Could Be Corrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: Data flowing across Process log data may be tampered with by an attacker. This may lead to corruption of Process log db. 

Ensure the integrity of the data flow to the data store.
Justification: The process log db is a local SQLite file DB, which is stored inside an ACL protected directory on the same machine

123. Data Store Denies Process log db Potentially Writing Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Process log db claims that it did not write data received from an entity on the other side of the trust boundary. Consider 

using logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Errors accessing the agent&#39;s log DB are logged in the event log and log file

124. Data Flow Sniffing   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Data flowing across Process log data may be sniffed by an attacker. Depending on what type of data an attacker can read, 

it may be used to attack other parts of the system or simply be a disclosure of information leading to compliance 
violations. Consider encrypting the data flow.

Justification: The process log db is a local SQLite file DB, which is stored inside an ACL protected directory on the same machine, as the 
access is a direct file access, it cannot be sniffed

125. Weak Credential Transit   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Credentials on the wire are often subject to sniffing by an attacker. Are the credentials re‐usable/re‐playable? Are 

credentials included in a message? For example, sending a zip file with the password in the email. Use strong 
cryptography for the transmission of credentials. Use the OS libraries if at all possible, and consider cryptographic 
algorithm agility, rather than hardcoding a choice.

Justification: The process log db is a local SQLite file DB, which is stored inside an ACL protected directory on the same machine, the 
credentials are not suscept to sniffing

126. Data Flow Process log data Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: Connections to the Process log DB should not be possible to interrupt as it is a SQLite file based database stored in an 

ACL secured directory. But if the access fails for some reason, the log messages will be stored in memory until they are 
persisted either to the log DB or the Service Bus on the next log processing loop iteration

127. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: Connections to the Process log DB should not be possible to interrupt as it is a SQLite file based database stored in an 

ACL secured directory. But if the access fails for some reason, the log messages will be stored in memory until they are 
persisted either to the log DB or the Service Bus on the next log processing loop iteration

Interaction: Process log data



128. Spoofing of Source Data Store SQL Database   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Process log db may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to incorrect data delivered to Agent. Consider using a 

standard authentication mechanism to identify the source data store.
Justification: The process log DB is a local SQLite file DB, which is stored inside an ACL protected directory on the same machine using 

the service user&#39;s login

129. Weak Access Control for a Resource   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Improper data protection of Process log db can allow an attacker to read information not intended for disclosure. Review 

authorization settings.
Justification: The process log db is a local SQLite file DB, which is stored inside an ACL protected directory on the same machine

130. Spoofing the Agent Process   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Agent may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to information disclosure by Process log db. Consider using a 

standard authentication mechanism to identify the destination process.
Justification: The process log DB is a local SQLite file DB, which is stored inside an ACL protected directory on the same machine using 

the service user&#39;s login

131. Potential Data Repudiation by Agent   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Agent claims that it did not receive data from a source outside the trust boundary. Consider using logging or auditing to 

record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Errors accessing the agent&#39;s log DB are logged in the event log and log file

132. Potential Process Crash or Stop for Agent   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Agent crashes, halts, stops or runs slowly; in all cases violating an availability metric.
Justification: The Agent service is set up to restart if it crashes, it sends operation metrics such as cpu usage and a heart beat, so the 

Management UI can show its state

133. Data Flow Process log data Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: The Agent&#39;s log DB is a SQLite file based DB, with ACL, the connection should not be able to be interrupted, but if 

interrupted log inserts will be retried

134. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service



Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: The Agent&#39;s log DB is a SQLite file based DB, with ACL, it should be always available, the connection to it will be 

retried and even if the DB cannot be reached, the log messages will be pushed to the Service Bus eventually if that 
connection is up

135. Agent May be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Process log db may be able to remotely execute code for Agent.
Justification: Log data is only written to the Service Bus and cannot be used to execute code on the Agent

136. Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Agent   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: An attacker may pass data into Agent in order to change the flow of program execution within Agent to the attacker's 

choosing.
Justification: Log data which is to be written to the Service Bus does not affect the execution flow of the Agent

Interaction: Process request

137. Spoofing the Integrated system External Entity   [State: Not Applicable]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Integrated system may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to unauthorized access to Agent. Consider using a 

standard authentication mechanism to identify the external entity.
Justification: The integrated system and the Process it is accessing on the agent are beyong our control, we provide the possibility of 

using TLS encryption, both server and client certificate support for verifying and authentication for the connection to 
minimize the threat.

138. Potential Data Repudiation by Agent   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Agent claims that it did not receive data from a source outside the trust boundary. Consider using logging or auditing to 

record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Failed HTTP requests are logged and succesful ones trigger a Process execution which is shown in the UI

139. Potential Process Crash or Stop for Agent   [State: Not Applicable]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Agent crashes, halts, stops or runs slowly; in all cases violating an availability metric.
Justification: If the Agent crashes, the integrated system cannot access the HTTP Triggers provided by the Agent, this should be 

mitigated by having redundant Agents and using a load balancer, up to the local admins.  The Agent will restart 
automatically after a crash.

140. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Not Applicable]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.



Justification: The integrated system connecting to the Agent&#39;s HTTP Trigger must take care of retrying. The executing Process 
should handle connection cancellations. This is a solution specific problem which we cannot affect.

141. Elevation Using Impersonation   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Agent may be able to impersonate the context of Integrated system in order to gain additional privilege.
Justification: When using basic authentication the Process gets the Base64 encoded username and password, which it can use to 

impersonate the user.

142. Agent May be Subject to Elevation of Privilege Using Remote Code Execution   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: Integrated system may be able to remotely execute code for Agent.
Justification: The integrated system may only execute code on the remote agent if it is by design and this depends on the 

implementation of the Process that is being executed. The Agent service is run with an user account with limited access

143. Elevation by Changing the Execution Flow in Agent   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Elevation Of Privilege
Description: An attacker may pass data into Agent in order to change the flow of program execution within Agent to the attacker's 

choosing.
Justification: Access to HTTP Triggers should be limited with authentication and firewalls to limit the attack surface. Authentication is 

supported by the Agent, but depends on the configuration of the Process, which is up to admins, as are firewalls. The 
Agent user is executed with limited privileges and should not allow execution flow changes depending on user input. The 
Processes need to handle the input that they receive.

Interaction: Process response

144. Spoofing of the Integrated system External Destination Entity   [State: Not Applicable]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Integrated system may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to data being sent to the attacker's target instead of 

Integrated system. Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the external entity.
Justification: The integrated system and the Process it is accessing on the agent are beyong our control, we provide the possibility of 

using TLS encryption, both server and client certificate support for verifying and authentication for the connection to 
minimize the threat.

145. External Entity Integrated system Potentially Denies Receiving Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Integrated system claims that it did not receive data from a process on the other side of the trust boundary. Consider 

using logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Process executions are shown in the UI and can be used to verify the claim

146. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Not Applicable]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.



Justification: The integrated system connecting to the Agent&#39;s HTTP Trigger must take care of retrying. The executing Process 
should handle connection cancellations. This is a solution specific problem which we cannot affect.

Interaction: Receive auth token

147. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: Beyond our control on the user&#39;s network or the Azure network, user can retry the login procedure. Everything else 

continues functioning normally

148. External Entity Human User Potentially Denies Receiving Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Human User claims that it did not receive data from a process on the other side of the trust boundary. Consider using 

logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Azure AD provides a sign in log that can be used to verify the claim

Interaction: Update data

149. Spoofing of Destination Data Store Configuration DB   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Configuration DB may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to data being written to the attacker's target instead of 

Configuration DB. Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the destination data store.
Justification: Both the configuration DB and the Management UI are inside the same Microsoft Azure data center and the DB uses SSL 

with a signed certificate to verify identity

150. Potential SQL Injection Vulnerability for Configuration DB   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: SQL injection is an attack in which malicious code is inserted into strings that are later passed to an instance of SQL Server 



for parsing and execution. Any procedure that constructs SQL statements should be reviewed for injection vulnerabilities 
because SQL Server will execute all syntactically valid queries that it receives. Even parameterized data can be 
manipulated by a skilled and determined attacker.

Justification: Used input is sanitized and an object‐relational‐model ﴾ORM﴿, namely NHibernate, is mostly used. Parametrized queries 
are used when the ORM is not being used.

151. Potential Excessive Resource Consumption for Web Server or Configuration DB   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Does Management UI or Configuration DB take explicit steps to control resource consumption? Resource consumption 

attacks can be hard to deal with, and there are times that it makes sense to let the OS do the job. Be careful that your 
resource requests don't deadlock, and that they do timeout.

Justification: Configuration DB does not have expensive queries, it used mostly for fetching and updating single rows. The machine 
hosting IIS is kept up to date and site access is limited to authenticated users.

152. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: Each Azure SQL database has three replicas on separate hardware to minimize downtime. If access is however prevented, 

the management website will stop functioning for the duration of the downtime. A backup or copy may be created if 
necessary and change the Management UI to use it instead.

153. Data Flow TLS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: Connections to the Configuration DB are retried and logged when they fail

154. Data Store Denies Configuration DB Potentially Writing Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Configuration DB claims that it did not write data received from an entity on the other side of the trust boundary. Consider 

using logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: The Configuration DB is trusted and any write errors will be logged and reported on the management UI

155. The Configuration DB Data Store Could Be Corrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: Data flowing across Update data may be tampered with by an attacker. This may lead to corruption of Configuration DB. 

Ensure the integrity of the data flow to the data store.
Justification: Connection is secured with TLS and inside the Azure data center

156. Authorization Bypass   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Can you access Configuration DB and bypass the permissions for the object? For example by editing the files directly with 

a hex editor, or reaching it via filesharing? Ensure that your program is the only one that can access the data, and that all 
other subjects have to use your interface.

Justification: Only the Management UI has access to the Configuration DB through authenticated access, Azure handles the actual 
physical security and we have to trust that

Interaction: Update data



157. Spoofing of Destination Data Store Log DB   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Log DB may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to data being written to the attacker's target instead of Log DB. 

Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the destination data store.
Justification: Both the Log DB and the Management UI are inside the same Microsoft Azure data center and the DB uses SSL with a 

signed certificate to verify identity

158. Potential SQL Injection Vulnerability for Log DB   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: SQL injection is an attack in which malicious code is inserted into strings that are later passed to an instance of SQL Server 

for parsing and execution. Any procedure that constructs SQL statements should be reviewed for injection vulnerabilities 
because SQL Server will execute all syntactically valid queries that it receives. Even parameterized data can be 
manipulated by a skilled and determined attacker.

Justification: User input is sanitized and an object‐relational‐model ﴾ORM﴿, namely NHibernate, is mostly used. Parametrized queries 
are used when the ORM is not being used.

159. Potential Excessive Resource Consumption for Web Server or Log DB   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Does Management UI or Log DB take explicit steps to control resource consumption? Resource consumption attacks can 

be hard to deal with, and there are times that it makes sense to let the OS do the job. Be careful that your resource 
requests don't deadlock, and that they do timeout.

Justification: LogDB has some expensive queries, but they are cached, also heavy operations such as execution deletions are offloaded 
to the log service. The machine hosting IIS is kept up to date and site access is limited to authenticated users.

160. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: Each Azure SQL database has three replicas on separate hardware to minimize downtime. If access is however prevented, 

the management website will stop functioning for the duration of the downtime. A backup or copy may be created if 
necessary and change the Management UI to use it instead.

161. Data Flow TLS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: Log DB and Management UI are inside the same data center, external influence is unlikely, redundant replicas of the DB 

lessen the chance of problems

162. Data Store Denies Log DB Potentially Writing Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Log DB claims that it did not write data received from an entity on the other side of the trust boundary. Consider using 



logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: The Log DB is trusted and any write errors will be logged and reported on the management UI

163. The Log DB Data Store Could Be Corrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: Data flowing across Update data may be tampered with by an attacker. This may lead to corruption of Log DB. Ensure the 

integrity of the data flow to the data store.
Justification: Connectio secured with TLS and within same data center

164. Authorization Bypass   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Can you access Log DB and bypass the permissions for the object? For example by editing the files directly with a hex 

editor, or reaching it via filesharing? Ensure that your program is the only one that can access the data, and that all other 
subjects have to use your interface.

Justification: Only the Management UI and Log Service have access to the Log DB through authenticated access, Azure handles the 
actual physical security and we have to trust that

Interaction: Update data

165. The Configuration DB Data Store Could Be Corrupted   [State: Not Applicable]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: Data flowing across Update data may be tampered with by an attacker. This may lead to corruption of Configuration DB. 

Ensure the integrity of the data flow to the data store.
Justification: The configuration DB for the Agent is managed by the local DB Admin and is beyond our control, they should secure their 

DB server.  If in the cloud, SQL Azure is used, which means that the connection will be TLS secured and authentication will 
be required.

166. Spoofing of Destination Data Store SQL Database   [State: Not Applicable]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Configuration DB may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to data being written to the attacker's target instead of 

Configuration DB. Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the destination data store.
Justification: The agent&#39;s configuration DB is managed by the local DB admin and they need to secure the environment. If in the 

cloud, SQL Azure is used, which means that the connection will be TLS secured and verified with a certificate and 
authentication will be required.

167. Potential SQL Injection Vulnerability for SQL Database   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: SQL injection is an attack in which malicious code is inserted into strings that are later passed to an instance of SQL Server 

for parsing and execution. Any procedure that constructs SQL statements should be reviewed for injection vulnerabilities 



because SQL Server will execute all syntactically valid queries that it receives. Even parameterized data can be 
manipulated by a skilled and determined attacker.

Justification: Agent&#39;s configuration DB is accessed with an ORM ﴾NHibernate﴿ with object elements which prevents SQL injections.

168. Potential Excessive Resource Consumption for Agent or SQL Database   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Does Agent or Configuration DB take explicit steps to control resource consumption? Resource consumption attacks can 

be hard to deal with, and there are times that it makes sense to let the OS do the job. Be careful that your resource 
requests don't deadlock, and that they do timeout.

Justification: Agents throttle Process executions if they are under heavy load, this prevents the Agent from bogging up

169. Data Store Denies Configuration DB Potentially Writing Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Configuration DB claims that it did not write data received from an entity on the other side of the trust boundary. Consider 

using logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: Errors accessing the agent&#39;s configuration DB are logged

170. Data Flow Sniffing   [State: Not Applicable]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Data flowing across Update data may be sniffed by an attacker. Depending on what type of data an attacker can read, it 

may be used to attack other parts of the system or simply be a disclosure of information leading to compliance violations. 
Consider encrypting the data flow.

Justification: The local admins should take care of their network security to prevent sniffing by using TLS secured connections for 
databases.   If in the cloud, SQL Azure is used, which means that the connection will be TLS secured and authentication 
will be required.

171. Weak Credential Transit   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Information Disclosure
Description: Credentials on the wire are often subject to sniffing by an attacker. Are the credentials re‐usable/re‐playable? Are 

credentials included in a message? For example, sending a zip file with the password in the email. Use strong 
cryptography for the transmission of credentials. Use the OS libraries if at all possible, and consider cryptographic 
algorithm agility, rather than hardcoding a choice.

Justification: The local admins should take care of their network security to prevent sniffing by using TLS secured connections. If the 
Agent is in the cloud, the connection will be secured with TLS and authentication. The Agent gets the authentication 
information from the admin who installs the Agent installer downloaded from the Management UI ﴾with a TLS secured 
connection﴿

172. Data Flow Update data Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: Connections to the Configuration DB are retried

173. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Needs Investigation]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: Connections to the Configuration DB are retried, but if the connection cannot be established, the Agent will not be able to 

execute any Processes

Interaction: Update log data



174. Spoofing the Log Service Process   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Log Service may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to unauthorized access to Log DB. Consider using a 

standard authentication mechanism to identify the source process.
Justification: The connection to the database is TLS protected and secured with a login and firewall

175. Spoofing of Destination Data Store Log DB   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Spoofing
Description: Log DB may be spoofed by an attacker and this may lead to data being written to the attacker's target instead of Log DB. 

Consider using a standard authentication mechanism to identify the destination data store.
Justification: The connection to the database is TLS protected and verified with a certificate

176. Potential SQL Injection Vulnerability for Log DB   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: SQL injection is an attack in which malicious code is inserted into strings that are later passed to an instance of SQL Server 

for parsing and execution. Any procedure that constructs SQL statements should be reviewed for injection vulnerabilities 
because SQL Server will execute all syntactically valid queries that it receives. Even parameterized data can be 
manipulated by a skilled and determined attacker.

Justification: User input is sanitized and an object‐relational‐model ﴾ORM﴿, namely NHibernate, is mostly used. Parametrized queries 
are used when the ORM is not being used.

177. The Log DB Data Store Could Be Corrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Tampering
Description: Data flowing across HTTPS may be tampered with by an attacker. This may lead to corruption of Log DB. Ensure the 

integrity of the data flow to the data store.
Justification: Connection is secured with TLS and inside the Azure data center

178. Data Store Denies Log DB Potentially Writing Data   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Repudiation
Description: Log DB claims that it did not write data received from an entity on the other side of the trust boundary. Consider using 

logging or auditing to record the source, time, and summary of the received data.
Justification: The Log DB is trusted and any write errors will be logged and reported on the management UI

179. Potential Excessive Resource Consumption for Log Service or Log DB   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: Does Log Service or Log DB take explicit steps to control resource consumption? Resource consumption attacks can be 

hard to deal with, and there are times that it makes sense to let the OS do the job. Be careful that your resource requests 



don't deadlock, and that they do timeout.
Justification: The log service may use a lot resources on the log DB, but the changes to the DB are buffered by the Service Bus, Log DB 

may be scaled up and additional Log services may be started

180. Data Flow HTTPS Is Potentially Interrupted   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent interrupts data flowing across a trust boundary in either direction.
Justification: Log DB and Log Service are inside the same data center, external influence is unlikely, redundant replicas of the DB lessen 

the chance of problems

181. Data Store Inaccessible   [State: Mitigation Implemented]  [Priority: High] 

Category: Denial Of Service
Description: An external agent prevents access to a data store on the other side of the trust boundary.
Justification: If the Log DB is unavailable, the Log will not be able to update log messages to the DB and they will be buffered in the 

Service Bus
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